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President’s Blog 6
Bob Docherty President

Technical Meeting,
Sheffield, South Yorkshire
Fire and Rescue Service
Training Centre 2008

Dear members and readers,
for this Blog a photograph from my archives of me
sharing a joke with two of the speakers from my archives
at the technical meeting we held in 2008 at SYFRS
Training Centre!
I have been on some travels in the past two months with
a holiday in the USA interspersed with doing Institute
business on my laptop (note to self: do not take a laptop
with you when you go on holiday!)
Latterly I was with our Business Support Manager and
Continued overleaf
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Chairman in Abu Dhabi. A short trip but essential as we
needed to re-accredit one of our Approved Centres, The
Emirates Technical and Safety Development Centre on
a quinquennial review and re-affirm our commitment
to the UAE/Abu Dhabi Branch and present their branch
chairman, Tom Doole, Branch Chairman, with a welldeserved Fellowship of the Institute.
We continue with the usual ‘madness’ that seems to be
the consultation process at the moment from BS/PAS
draft documents to Government department legislation
and guides etc. We always try and keep all members up
to speed with what is new and going on in the world of
fire, even though at times both the Chairman and I do
get overwhelmed with all of this. The next tranche has
already hit us all with Lord Greenhalgh launching the Fire
Safety Act and all its related documentation at FIREX in
May this year.

Dave and I have also just come back from Brussels where
we met up with Fire Safe Europe for some interesting
discussions and networking. It would be good to ‘break
into’ Europe as a professional body – a long way to go but
I think it’s a worthwhile challenge!

Bob Docherty
President

Sponsors of the President

The Chairman and I have been travelling around quite
a lot on Institute business and whilst it takes up huge
amounts of our time, I think the fruits of our labours
are really starting to come home. A good indicator was
the number of members and guests who registered
and attended our last technical meeting at Silverstone.
Looking at the picture in this blog, I think we had around
35 members who attended that meeting compared to
around 200 at Silverstone last month! We had some
fabulous speakers and I think every attendee enjoyed the
day – plus we could hear the speakers this year over the
cars on the track!
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Yorkshire-Based Fire Safety
Consultancy Expands Into
Training By Launching A New Fire
Door Awareness Course, Now
Accredited By The IFSM
Doncaster-based
fire safety
consultants Pyro are
excited to announce
their new training
arm of the business – Pyro Fire Training. As
part of their new training offering, they have
developed and launched a brand new ‘Fire Door
Awareness’ course.
As fire professionals, we
are all aware of the
changing climate with
the introduction of
The Fire Safety Act
2021 and the increasing
awareness of
compartmentation
ACCREDITED COURSE
requirements, including
fire doors. There is a wide range of fire door inspector training
courses on the market, however, Pyro is offering their course as
a detailed introduction course aimed to build awareness – not to
train inspectors.

property managers, facilities managers, site supervisors, and
even fire risk assessors.
“Given the increased awareness of fire safety, we’ve seen a
significant increase in demand for our services as it coincides
with a poignant time in the country’s review of building
safety. There has been major reform for fire safety with the
introduction of the new Fire Safety Act and the only way to
help those responsible is by providing meaningful training in
an accessible manner.
“As consultants, Pyro continue to strive for improvements in
the industry and remain strictly independent to report the
issues we encounter at our clients’ buildings without the
need to sell products or remedial works. We believe this is
our ‘USP’, and this is how we have continued to build trust
with our clients and build our business nationally.
“We believe it’s vital to continue educating businesses and
landlords around the country on fire safety compliance, as
there is more to fire safety consultancy than ticking a box.
The only way buildings are going to be brought up to a safe
standard for occupants, is by keeping things simple, and
educating landlords and property managers on the reasons
behind fire safety compliance. That’s what we have always
done and will continue to do.”
Anyone interested in attending any future course can contact
Pyro Fire Training via email – at info@pyrofire.co.uk or visit
their website at www.pyrofire.co.uk
After the successful accreditation visit assessors sought
permission to reproduce the Pyro press release in addition to
photographs taken during the on-site visit.

The Fire Door Awareness course is a 1-day detailed course
focusing on legislation, guidance, compartmentation
requirements, and the importance of the correct testing,
installation, maintenance, and inspection of fire-resisting door
sets. The course has been fully vetted and attended by The IFSM
and is now offered as an Accredited Course on our website.
Established in 2011, Pyro Fire’s specialist team comprise fire
engineering and fire safety divisions, providing fire safety
advice and support to building owners throughout the UK.
The BAFE SP205 certified organisation has continued to go
from strength to strength over the last few years, despite the
COVID-19 pandemic, expanding the team whilst growing its
substantial client portfolio.
Erik Hudson, Managing Director at Pyro Fire said:
“For many years we have been asked by our clients whether
we’re planning on offering training, and now we can finally
say we’re able to fulfil their needs. We are thrilled to launch
our new training arm of the business, and we can finally
transfer our knowledge and skills to those who need it most –
those who are responsible for buildings and the maintenance
and checking of passive fire protection such as landlords,
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Experts in building repair,
improvement and refurbishment
Specialist Public Sector Contract Partner
•
•
•
•

Planned Maintenance
Cyclical Decorations
Fire Safety
Zero Carbon

Whatever your project you can trust
AD Construction Group to assist and deliver.
Proud Sponsors of the
Institute of Fire Safety Managers IFSM

www.theadgroup.co.uk
020 8269 6377
Continued overleaf
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Managing
Firefighting Water
Runoff

Tony Fogarty

M.ERRM (Hons), B.ERRM, CFPA Dip, CMIOSH, MIFSM,
MIIRSM, CIWFM: GRAPH
Managing Director of RM Risk Management Ltd

In 2021, I was involved in the aftermath of two
quite severe industrial fires on sites owned by two
separate clients; these were within warehouses
not directly managed by the client, but negative
publicity and social media mean there is no hiding
place these days so I was engaged to represent the
clients as their fire safety consultant and assist in
the ongoing incident command, liaising with various
organisations such as the local Fire and Rescue
Service (FRS) and the Environmental Agency (EA)
reporting back to various clients representatives.
It soon became very clear there were some gaps
in knowledge, both from the client and myself

as Fire Safety Consultant (FSC) on how we could
mitigate the risk and reduce the pollution to the
local environment from Firefighting water Runoff
(FWR) as it had now spread to the local rivers and
watercourses which were located on the larger site
which was the client’s responsibility. Following
these events, I decided I would use this experience
as a research topic for my Master’s Thesis which I
recently completed. Below is an abstract which I
hope will start a debate on how we as fire safety
professionals can assist our clients to mitigate the
risk from FWR.

Current situation and challenges
Fire effluents can range from relatively benign to
extremely hazardous depending on the burning
material. However, the environmental impact of
firefighting water runoff (FWR) can significantly
negatively impact communities and the local ecosystem.
Many eco-toxicants are emitted in fire effluent, harmful
to both people and wildlife. The degree to which ecotoxicants are divided into different phases depends
on many things, including their source, the burning
conditions, the weather, and physical characteristics.
Often the environmental cost goes under-reported
as headlines tend to concentrate on the loss of life
or property. Pollutants can affect the environment in
various ways, including direct FWR into a water body,
soaking away into the ground, or entering drainage
systems. This allows chemicals and pollution to enter
rivers, lakes, groundwater, or sewerage treatment works.

at maximum capacity due to the problems faced with
delays at ports and borders, and now the conflict in
Ukraine is adding to delays. Along with the increase in
online shopping means, maximum capacity storage
adds to the fire load of the warehouse. Therefore, the
overall FWR volume will increase, especially if sprinklers
aren’t fitted. The increase of smaller hubs near urban
areas used as pick-up points has risen drastically in the
last couple of years. These are often unsprinklered and
located in converted buildings that were not built to a
typical warehouse design, increasing the challenges
faced when the local FRS attend.it is almost impossible
to quantify the composition of the FWR as it is likely
to consist of a complex mixture of unburnt chemicals,
partially combusted chemicals, by-products from the
combustion process, and firefighting foam. The cost of
fire damage is often measured solely with structural loss,
and any casualties incurred, ignoring any impact on the
environment. As such, it remains difficult to quantify the
effect of FWR on the environment and its impact on the
local community and economy.

Often these liquids or foams will cause de-oxygenation,
killing many organisms. This type of water pollution,
known as oxygen depletion, destroys the natural water
balance. Oxygen depletion enables bacteria to thrive,
killing wildlife and harming fish and aquatic species.
More significant industrial sites that come under the
Control of Major Accident and Hazard (COMAH) are often
better prepared for such events; however, areas that
fall outside such regulations can still pose a substantial
threat to the environment from FWR especially sites
such as warehouses that carry large stocks of various
products. Currently, many warehouses are working

The main pathway for FWR is through the drainage
system, either via surface water drains or foul water
drains. A typical warehouse fire requires millions of
gallons of water to contain the blaze, notwithstanding
the additional water requirements when damping down
and preventing re-ignition, often taking several days.
Many property owners fail to fully understand the
severity of a fire at an industrial property. They are
Continued overleaf
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poorly prepared for this situation due to a lack of
planning or professional advice. Often, essential items
like drainage plans are unavailable or drains have
not been regularly inspected/maintained, meaning
contaminated FWR can leak from the drains into the
groundwater.
At present, U.K. Fire Risk Assessments (FRA) do not
usually mandate containment and prevention of FWR.
Instead, there is an expectation that FWR prevention will
be addressed through Business Continuity Plans (BCP)
or Environmental Planning. When the local FRS arrive
at the scene of a warehouse fire, the commander will
complete a dynamic risk assessment. This will define a
strategy to prevent and retain FWR. The most common
way for pollution to enter the environment is via drains,
then entering local waterways, so booms, clay drain mats,
pipe blockers, pumps, and flexi-dams are the best way of
containment before it reaches the surface water drains.
Some sites are fitted with a mechanical valve directly
placed on the drainage system, often known as a
Penstock valve. This is a generic term used for many
different valves designed to stem the flow of any
chemical spill or contamination on-site and prevent
it from escaping the site’s drainage system. Poorly
specified valves in this sector often allow fluids and
water to pass through as they are not fully watertight
due to incorrect specifications or fitted incorrectly. They
will also fail to prevent smaller amounts of firewater
runoff, especially in the early stages of a fire.

Regardless of which containment method is selected,
the priority should be to ensure that it is fully effective
and able to function without increased risk to the on-site
staff or FRS who will have to operate such equipment.
For example, a typical Penstock valve will rely on
physical attendance as they need to close manually,
which can be problematic if the fire starts late at night
when trained staff may not be present. Equally, Penstock
valves can often be overlooked because if they are
located in remote areas of the site with poor lighting and
overgrown vegetation.
Industry Consultation
To understand the current situation of how we
manage FWR, a questionnaire was issued to a sample
group of experienced Fire safety professionals who
are active in undertaking Fire Risk Assessments in
this area of discussion. The table shows that the UK
does not consider FWR when completing an FRA on
Warehouses that fall outside the remit of COMAH
Regulations. Those who have experience with FWR
seem to have gained this while working for the Fire
and Rescue Service before going into consulting. No
FWR training is linked to current Fire Training Courses
for those undertaking Fire Risk Assessments. All the
consultants questioned did recognise via Q7 the need
for training such as CPD so they can have a better
understanding of the topic, which is very encouraging.
See overleaf for questionnaire
A Penstock valve can hold contaminated surface water
back before its released into the local rivers or balancing
ponds but only if correctly specified and maintained

Continued overleaf
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Question

Candidate 1

Candidate 2

Candidate 3

Candidate 4

Candidate 5

Q1 Do you understand the area
concerning ﬁre water Runoff on
sites you visit and its potential
damage to the environment?

Has no real
experience with
FWR

Understands FWR
but doesn't advise
on it

Has no real
experience with
FWR

Has no real
experience with
FWR

Has experience FWR ex F+R

could be a good
idea to include
FWR in FRA
Template

shouldn't be
included in the FRA
template

Not sure if it
should be in the
FRA template

shouldn't be
included in the
FRA template

Doesn’t advise
clients on FWR

Doesn’t advise
clients on FWR

Feels his clients
are probably
poorly advised
and prepared

Feels his clients
are probably
poorly advised
and prepared

Feels his clients are probably
poorly advised and prepared
with legislation complicated

Doesn’t advise
clients on FWR

Doesn’t advise
clients on FWR

partly covers FWR in FRA

Q2; Do you feel Warehouse owners
fully understand their legal
requirements to mitigate the
problem of FWR?

Feels his clients
are probably
poorly advised
and prepared

No clients don't
understand

Q3; In your opinion, should UK ﬁre
Safety consultants take a more
proactive approach to FWR
containment when completing Fire
Risk Assessment (FRA) on
Industrial sites?

feels they should
take a more
proactive
approach to help
ﬁll any knowledge
gaps in the
industry

should stay clear of
this topic unless
the risk to life

Not sure

probably Not

should in included in the
syllabus

Q4 Do you think UK ﬁre risk
assessors should take this into
consideration when completing an
FRA on sites?

Personally, thinks
it's a good idea,
especially after
recent publicity

No, it should be
others to do this

Yes, I do

Yes, I do

Yes, along with other
stakeholders working together

Q5; Would you currently
understand ﬁrewater runoff
procedure and management on a
site

Has no experience
in this area and
hasn't seen
prevention
equipment on-site

Has no experience
in this area and
hasn't seen
prevention
equipment on-site

Has no
experience in this
area and hasn't
seen prevention
equipment on-site

Has no
experience in this
area and hasn't
seen prevention
equipment on-site

Has experience in this area
and has seen prevention
equipment on-site

Q6; Could a Fire Safety
Professional assist with improving
the problem to help the industry be
more resilient when dealing with the
potential for FWR?

It depends on the
degree of
knowledge the ﬁre
safety professional
is expected to
have

should be kept to a
specialist area, not
general ﬁre safety

Yes, extra
training would
help improve the
industry

Yes

Yes, FSC should do more
working with other agencies

Q7; Do you feel you would beneﬁt
by understanding the topic and
advising on it as part of your FRA
when visiting warehouses,

Yes, CPD would
be good

Yes, CPD would be
good

Yes, CPD would
be good

Yes, CPD would
be good

Yes, CPD would be good

Not sure of what
regulations cover it

Sprinklers
Surprisingly, there is currently no legislative requirement
for sprinkler coverage within warehouses. Guidance from
the Department for Communities and Local Government
(DCLG) recommends that warehouses in England and
Wales should be provided with a fire sprinkler system or
equivalent fire prevention mechanism only if they are
>20,000m2. However, other European countries insist
on sprinklers in much smaller areas, including 1,800m2
in Austria, 5,000m2 in Belgium, 2,000m2-5,000m2 in
Denmark, 3,000m2 in France, 2,000m2 in Spain, and
1,800m2 in Germany, 1,000m2 in the Netherlands with
800m2 in Norway. Yet still, only 67% of warehouses larger
than 10,000m2 and 20% of warehouses between 2,000m2
and 10,000m2 in England and Wales are protected from
fire with sprinklers. This means the site is entirely reliant
on the attendance of the FRS to attend the site before the
fire is tackled, creating even greater FWR.
As we know, sprinkler systems prevent the spread of a
fire and contain it to the place of origin, thus reducing the
amount of FWR and contaminants that could damage
the local environment. They also cover a site 24/7 and
protect firefighters. Hence, a compelling argument

suggests that sprinklers should be fitted in smaller
warehouses, not just larger ones in the U.K.
The Role of the fire safety consultant
The importance of a fire consultant role cannot be
understated, as their expertise and close relationship
with the client enable an in-depth understanding of the
site and relevant processes. They then offer advice to
owners on mitigating or managing the risk to prevent a
fire from occurring. The study I undertook showed a lack
of awareness amongst consultants, except those who
may have experienced this in the FRS. It also showed
Consultants would like to understand the topic better,
probably in the format of CPD courses.
Recent research by BRE Global and the Centre for
Economics and Business Research found that in
warehouses over 2000m2, whole life costs decreased by
an average of 3.7 times at facilities with fire sprinklers
installed. A review of the threshold for installing
sprinklers would appear to be the natural starting point
for change which would substantially reduce the risk of
FWR and the damage to the environment.
Continued overleaf
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We have previously discussed the lack of awareness and
understanding of the environmental damage caused by
warehouse fires.
From business owners and landlords to Fire Consultants,
the baseline goal is legal compliance and rarely more.
Research has demonstrated that only a few sites under
the COMAH Regulations 2015 have designated emergency
plans in place, mainly because these regulations
are primarily aimed at facilities housing dangerous
substances. However, this fails to address the large
number of warehouses which fall outside of COMAH. This
arises when large quantities of various often unknown
materials are burned and/or mixed with fire suppression
water, presenting an environmental hazard that could
cause significant harm to the local environment and
economy unless managed.
A proactive way of reducing environmental damage
from FWR would be to fit sprinklers in all warehouses,
regardless of size. This would prevent most fires before
they become unmanageable and minimise the water
or suppressant required. In the UK, the criteria at which
sprinklers are legally required means many warehouses
are still being constructed without sprinklers, unlike our
European counterparts, whose mandatory sprinkler
criteria can apply to premises as small as 800m2.

and the building owner. If retrofitting sprinklers is not a
viable option, then ALARP must prioritise, supported by a
robust, accurate, workable emergency plan implemented
by a well-trained team on-site. This emergency plan
should form part of the company’s overall fire safety
policy with records of servicing of items such as penstock
valves recorded and available for inspection. New smart
valves are available on the market that can be linked to
BMS systems or even interfaced into fire systems such as
sprinklers and AFD.
Too often, companies are reactive, taking notice only once
the environmental damage has already occurred. This is
far too late. The last few years have seen significant growth
in the warehouse sector, with many companies’ business
models changing to meet the demands of increased online
purchasing following COVID 19, often with little experience
or expertise in the increased fire risks and the potential for
pollution from FWR and how this can devastate both the
local ecology and the company’s reputation
As fire safety professionals should we not take the lead
on this topic, ensuring clients are given the best possible
advice. Could this possibly mean looking beyond the
current practice of the five stages of a fire risk assessment
and, possibly, adding a sixth?
Should Fire Risk Assesment Template Be Six Steps

We have discussed the Penstock valve, which is often
misunderstood, with research showing that they are often
deployed where other measures are more appropriate, or
the wrong type of valve is specified. This usually occurs at
the design stage due to a lack of underpinning knowledge.
Is it time we closed this gap, and as Fire safety consultants,
our advice extends beyond ‘life safety’ or ‘property
protection’ and do we need to focus upon more than just
the safety of people and apply further consideration to the
short- and long-term damage to the local environment
and the impact on the surrounding community and
ecosystem? The fire load of the building should be fully
understood in the context of how this could potentially
affect the local environment should a fire occur.
Should Fire Safety Consultants advise their clients of
the likely overall effect of a significant fire on business
continuity and the local environment, even advising on
preventative measures such as sprinkler installation?
Should we be recommending items such as drainage
modelling like we do smoke control modelling? this would
help deploy measures such as Penstock valves fitted to the
drainage and tertiary bunding which could allow car parks
and other areas to be used as a containment facility.
Prevention should always be the number one priority, and
mitigation of the contributing risks that cause warehouse
fires should be discussed by the fire safety consultant
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Identify fire
hazards

Identify people
at risk

Evaluate
the risk

Step
Fire Risk
Assesment
Template
Review and
revise

Evaluate the risk
of fire on the
local
environment

Record your
findings

The full thesis titled “Fire Fighting Water Runoff Management
for Fire Safety Professionals in the United Kingdom: effective
warehouse and industrial site mitigation and response strategies for
Fire Risk Assessment” can be downloaded from:
www.academia.edu/75155864
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Lithium battery Fires –
an increasing problem?
Richard King

Modern industry has slowly become proliferated
with battery technologies. Confusion surrounds the
industry as to the correct approach for protecting
lives and property from these fires. So far this year
we have seen varying examples of lithium-ion fires:
the Shepherd’s Bush e-bike fire, the Potters Bar high
Street bus fire, Felicity Ace Fire, etc.

The Shepherd’s Bush Fire – 22/06/2022
The Shepherd’s Bush fire (less than 1.6km from Grenfell)
was caused by the battery failure of an e-bike that was left
charging within a residential flat. This resulted in a large
blaze that the London Fire Brigade described as “ferocious”.
The Brigade mentioned seeing a steep rise in similar
incidents in recent months with this the largest so far.
The Potters Bar High Street Fire – 22/05/2022
At Potters Bar High Street, six buses caught fire after the
charge pack blew. This left the site in a very dangerous
situation as the buses parked at the rear of the garage were
close to the fuel lines used for the diesel buses.
The Felicity Ace Fire – 18/02/2022
The Felicity Ace was a 656-foot roll-on/roll-off car carrying
cargo ship. The ship caught fire in the North Atlantic, 90
nautical miles southwest of Portugal’s Azores. The source of
the fire is still unknown, but the Electric Vehicles on the ship
contributed to the ferocity of the fire and likely caused the
complete evacuation of the vessel despite the crew’s best
efforts. It is believed that once the fire spread to the electric
vehicles the suppression system on the ship could not cope.
The ship was a total loss and eventually sank in ‘no man’s

land’ just outside of Portuguese jurisdiction. The sinking of
this ship cost an estimated £500 million.
Cost to the UK economy
Back in January, it was reported by the National Fire Chiefs
Council (NFCC) that the cost of lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery
waste fires to the UK economy reached £158m annually, and
such fires make up 48% of all waste fires.
The report revealed that an estimated 201 waste fires caused
by Li-ion batteries occur in the UK every year ‘with damaging
consequences for both the environment and society, making
up around 48% of all waste fires in the UK each year and
costing the economy around £158m. Such batteries are
used in an ‘increasing number’ of electrical and electronic
household items, including mobile phones and ‘even’ singing
greeting cards which all inevitably end up in waste and cause
fires.
How does a Lithium-Ion battery fire start?
A lithium battery consists of two electrodes separated by an
electrolyte. Typically, the batteries transfer electrical charge
from a lithium metal cathode through an electrolyte to a
carbon anode. Lithium Batteries are designed to deliver high
Continued overleaf
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output with minimal weight, this means that the battery
components are thin. Any damage to the layers including
small punctures, crushing, overheating, and overcharging
can begin thermal runaway.
Thermal runaway starts when the heat generated within a
battery is more than the heat the battery can dissipate to
its surroundings. If the heat generation within the battery
is not quickly remedied the temperature of the battery will
continue to rise. The rise in temperature of one battery can
cause batteries in close proximity to increase in temperature
creating a domino effect, thus the term “runaway”.

Thermal Runaway source:
www.mitsubishicritical.com

The professional fire
risk assessment app.
By fire risk assessors
for fire risk assessors
Firehub is the dedicated fire risk
assessment app built for you.
PAS-79 Methodology
Add images instantly
Secure database
Work off-line
Pre-loaded questions & responses
Bespoke client dashboard
Search reports via client and site
Customisable

Download for free on iOS
and Android and have
your first report on us.
www.firehub.co.uk
0843 658 1312
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Types of Battery
There are many types of lithium batteries, and each type
of battery will behave slightly differently during thermal
runaway. This can include exploding, ejecting electrolyte
and venting flaming gases. It is important to identify the type
of battery in use and its expected behaviour during thermal
runaway. This will provide you with a basis to provide
recommendations for keeping the area and building safe.
The role of the Fire Risk Assessor
A Fire Risk Assessor is not expected to know the ins and outs
of every Lithium Battery or system. It should be expected
that a Fire Risk Assessor understands the risks to life that
a Lithium Battery can pose and be able to provide some
basic recommendations for everyday uses of these systems
including standard electric charging points and human
behaviour within the building (no charging e-bikes etc in
communal areas or corridors etc.) and be mindful of potential
risks and their proximity to these batteries. It would also be
useful to have an expert on hand for any complex systems. If
you do not feel competent seek out a professional who can
provide you with substantiated recommendations.
Useful guidance
FIA guidance www.fia.uk.com/static/2a999c49-760b-47e3b02f96a2ca89ecd9/Guidance-Document-on-Li-Ion-BatteryFires-12-20-v1.pdf
WISH guidance www.wishforum.org.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2020/05/INFO-08.pdf
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The thoughts of the
Chairman...
David White
FIFSM (Life), CMIOSH, MIFireE, MIIRSM. LCGI
Chairman
I hope you are all keeping well and busy. We are now
coming into the summer already, I’m not sure where
this year’s gone.
We are coming into a very busy period and arranging
our big event at Silverstone, where we are expecting
around 200 members attending and secondly our
25-year celebrations at Bromley Mill farm Keele
Staffordshire, where we have live entertainment
throughout the day.
We have a full range of events booked for the year.
• EWS1 and Pas 9980 workshop.
(28th July in Chesterfield)
•

8th June 2022 at Silverstone race circuit.

•

11th June 2022 25th Anniversary function near 		
Keele Staffordshire.

•

5th October 2022 at The British motor museum 		
Gaydon. (This will include our AGM)

Further workshops are to be arranged throughout the year.

growing with a lot of companies becoming affiliate
members.
We did have an unusual request from Robin Hamill to
go to the South Eastern Regional College in Lisburn
Northern Ireland to judge the regional finals of the
apprentice fire alarm engineer of the year. Helen and
I attended, and we thoroughly enjoyed the event and
experience. I would like to thank Robin and Chris who
both looked after us extremely well. I have invited
the two winners to be our guests at the technical
meeting at Silverstone. We gave all participants student
membership status of the Institute.
The above is also encouraging that we may get a branch
up and running in Northern Ireland by the end of this
year.
The President and I have also visited our branch in Abu
Dhabi, this is still going strong after I officially gave it
branch status over two years ago.
I look forward to meeting as many of you as possible at
this year’s coming events.

The President and I continue to represent you on all
levels within the industry.
Our membership levels continue to grow with an
average of 65 new members per month. We are also

Sponsors of the Chairman
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Fellow Grade
Tom Doole
Daedalus is pleased to welcome the newest 'Fellow' to the
ranks of IFSM, Tom Doole FISFM MJOIFF GIFireE from the
TAQA BCM Team in the United Arab Emirates.
Tom set up the Abu Dhabi branch of the IFSM two years
ago, just before the Covid pandemic lockdown. Tom has
34 years of experience in the Fire & Rescue environment.
He started his career in the Falkland Islands F&RS before
transferring to Dorset F&RS, then to the Defense F&RS
where he completed three operation tours of Iraq. He joined
Babcock International in 2021, training LFB’s FRU teams
before being offered a job in Dubai. Tom worked at the
largest power production & water desalination plant in the
UAE for seven years as the Emergency Response Manager.
With responsibilities for Fire, Rescue, Medical and Oil Spill
Response.
He has just joined TAQA (Abu Dhabi National Energy
Company) as the Manager for Incident Management,
rolling out the Crisis & Incident Management programme,
including an ambitious Oil Spill Response program as the

12 | www.ifsm.org.uk

Energy Sector Emergency Response Team (SERT). The IFSM
& TAQA will benefit from Tom’s commitment to Fire & Life
Safety in the Energy industry within the UAE.

Tom was presented with his award by the Chairman of the
IFSM, David White FIFSM (Life) CMIOSH MIFireE MIIRSM LCGI
and President of the IFSM, Dr Bob Docherty QFSM PhD CEng
FIFSM (Life) FIFireE MEI at a function held at the Abu Dhabi
City Golf Club on 25th May 2022.
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Partnership
with SERC

The Institute were delighted to attend the regional finals of
Skill Build NI in May earlier this year. South Eastern Regional
College (SERC) invited us as impartial judges for the Fire
Systems Apprentice competition in Lisburn Northern Ireland.
It was great to see the contestants managing their time
and working methodically
through the unseen brief to
build a fire alarm system.
They did an excellent job of
handing the system over to
us and answering several
questions to test their
theoretical knowledge.
Standards were extremely
high but the winners on the
day were Jonny Hamilton,
Alex Wallace & Taylor Rollo
who were invited to attend our
technical day at Silverstone. Well done and we wish them luck
in the next stage of the competition.
In 2021 60% of new members applied at our lower Technician
grade, we are pleased that more and more people are
recognising earlier on in their fire safety career the benefits of
membership. Our partnership with SERC will hopefully push
this further still and as part of the Level 3 studies, students
will be encouraged to join at Student grade. The Institute also
recently attended an open day at SERC to raise awareness of
career opportunities in the fire industry. A young person may
want to be a plumber or an electrician but how many say they
want to be a fire alarm engineer or a fire risk assessor?

Northern Ireland & Republic of
Ireland Branch
Following on from our hop over the water, Irish
members have shown a strong interest in forming a
branch. As the Institute continues to grow so does the
number of members within each country of the UK and
we are excited to say this is now a viable option.
An email will be coming out to Irish members soon
but please get in touch at info@ifsm.org.uk if you are
interested in being a part of the branch committee.

www.ifsm.org.uk | 13
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Book our online CPD:
Book our online CPD:

A guide to meeting
A guide to meeting
BS 8629:2019
BS 8629:2019
We are delighted to offer our FIA-certified CPD presentation on BS 8629 and evacuation planning.
This CPD is invaluable for anyone wanting to know more about how this code of practice impacts
We are delighted to offer our FIA-certified CPD presentation on BS 8629 and evacuation planning.
on their part in the building safety strategy.
This CPD is invaluable for anyone wanting to know more about how this code of practice impacts
on their part in the building safety strategy.
Learning aims:
• To understand
the BS 8629:2019 Code of Practice and how
Learning
aims:
it applies to high-rise residential blocks
• To understand the BS 8629:2019 Code of Practice and how
• itTo
learn how
to specify
productsblocks
to meet the
applies
to high-rise
residential
BS 8629:2019 Code of Practice
• To learn how to specify products to meet the
• BS
To 8629:2019
understand the
scope
and definitions of the Code of Practice
Code
of Practice
learn aboutthe
thescope
evacuation
system components
•• ToTounderstand
and definitions
of the Code of Practice
understand
theevacuation
responsibilities
of the
installer and the
•• ToTolearn
about the
system
components
requirements for commissioning, handover and maintenance
• To understand the responsibilities of the installer and the
requirements for commissioning, handover and maintenance
The CPD is suitable for fire and rescue service personnel,
consultants, specifiers, fire risk assessors, building safety managers,
The CPD is suitable for fire and rescue service personnel,
facilities managers, health and safety managers and anyone else
consultants, specifiers, fire risk assessors, building safety managers,
who needs a better understanding of the requirements of BS 8629.
facilities managers, health and safety managers and anyone else
Theneeds
CPD isa free
of understanding
charge and takes
an hour
to complete.
who
better
of the
requirements
of BSOn8629.
successful completion, you will receive a certificate from The CPD
The CPD is free of charge and takes an hour to complete. On
Certification Service. Simply scan the QR code to choose from the
successful completion, you will receive a certificate from The CPD
dates available to book your place.
Certification Service. Simply scan the QR code to choose from the
dates available to book your place.

View available dates
View
available
and book
your dates
place
and book your place
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A report has found that the overwhelming majority of
telescopic ladders that are sold online fail-safety regulations
The new research commissioned by the Ladder Association has
raised serious concerns that unsafe and potentially dangerous
ladders are being sold to unsuspecting consumers in the UK.

consumers and retailers an increased awareness around the
issue and encourages them to exercise caution when sourcing
ladders.”

The report, produced in partnership with the East of England
Trading Standards Association (EETSA) and Suffolk Trading
Standards Imports Team, found that over 80% of commercially
available telescopic ladders tested in the study failed to meet
the minimum safety requirements designed to keep users
safe. Worse still, the research found that over half of the failed
ladders were certified and sold as ‘compliant’ to standards such
as CE marking, in a deliberate attempt to mislead consumers.

Vicki Burch, Chair of the East of England Trading Standards
Association Product Safety Group, said: “EETSA and Suffolk
Trading Standards Imports Team have found it invaluable
to work with the Ladder Association on this project. Of the
samples provided by EETSA, over half failed the appropriate
tests to the applicable safety standard. For those telescopic
ladders identified as non-compliant to EN 131-6, action has
been taken to ensure they are removed from sale. EETSA would
advise consumers to take time to research before buying,
particularly online, to buy from reputable sources and check
product reviews. If consumers have concerns about the safety
of a product before or after purchase, it should be reported to
Trading Standards.”

The report aims to shine a light on the very real dangers of
poor-quality ladders on the market while calling for retailers,
large and small, to take the responsibility to be more diligent
when sourcing ladders to sell to customers.
While there are manufacturers producing ladders that meet the
safety standards, the study showed that a significant number
of ladders available on the market – and sold by some of the
country’s biggest online and trade retailers – fall well below
basic safety requirements. Many of these ladders appear fit for
purpose and some even display fake labelling, giving customers
false assurance.
Telescopic leaning ladders have become much more popular
in recent years, partly because they require a small storage
space compared to other types of a ladder; they’re lightweight
and compact and are adjustable in size and working height. To
guarantee user safety, they should be produced to comply with
the requirements of EN 131-6 (known in the UK as BS EN 131
Part 6:2019).
Working at height can be risky enough, without the added
danger of shoddy ladders – every 11 minutes in the UK,
someone attends A&E after sustaining an injury involving a
ladder. A fall from height can cause life-changing injury, and in
some cases, can even be fatal.
Peter Bennett OBE, Executive Director of the Ladder
Association, commented: “Making sure consumers are safe
is our number one priority and we are committed to raising
awareness of potentially harmful ladders. We are aware
of below-standard ladders being sold across the UK to
unsuspecting customers, and we are particularly surprised
and unsettled to hear that some of our best-loved retailers are
stocking potentially hazardous products.

“The evidence we have found of unsafe ladders being retailed
in the UK is astounding. The majority of telescopic ladders
we tested did not meet the minimum safety requirements
designed to keep users safe. These ladders are dangerous and
have the potential to cause serious injury. Retailers have a
legal and moral duty to consumer safety, and they must carry
out due diligence to ensure that products are safe, particularly
when they have been imported to the UK from an unknown
manufacturer. We hope our research conducted in partnership
with Trading Standards and Suffolk County Council gives both

Gail Hounslea, Chair of the Ladder Association, added: “Our
research carried out in the Telescopic Ladder Surveillance
Survey underlines the importance of putting safety first when
it comes to purchasing ladders. It’s easy to assume that ladders
being sold from a recognisable site or store are ‘trustworthy’
and these marketplaces would only sell tried and tested
products, but sadly this is not always the case. We are calling
on consumers to shop safer, and one way to guarantee product
safety is to buy from a Ladder Association member. We are also
urging suppliers, retailers, and importers to play their role in
sourcing only compliant and safe ladders. If they are unsure of
the quality, they should have them independently tested within
the UK. No matter their size, retailers and suppliers must take
greater responsibility for consumer safety.”
The Ladder Association and East of England Trading Standards
Association are committed to ensuring customer safety through
testing and product recommendations. Following the results
of the Survey, both organisations are calling for increased
vigilance of the issues on the part of suppliers, marketplaces
and social media selling platforms, as well as enforcement
agencies and governing bodies, and a joined-up approach with
Trading Standards to stop these products at the port.
Founded in 1947 and celebrating its 75th anniversary this
year, the Ladder Association is the voice of the industry and
promotes the highest standards and competence, while
working with major bodies including the Health & Safety
Executive. The Association harnesses its expertise along with
that of its member companies to support technical excellence,
safety, and best practice in the interests of ladder users
everywhere. All Ladder Association members are required to
make or supply ladders that meet the current product standard.
To find out more information on the Step Up to Safe Ladders
campaign and to view the full report, please follow the
link:www.ladderassociation.org.uk/step-up
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Silverstone

Technical Meeting and Trade Event

The event marked the IFSM’s return to the iconic racing circuit
for another technical meeting. The IFSMs Silverstone event is
the main summer attraction, and I would like to thank all our
members for attending the event. We were lucky again this year
to have four great speakers as well as a very busy track day.

as being involved with many other British Standards. He also
publishes books on fire safety issues such as fire strategies, risk
assessments for complex buildings and even advice for fire
engineers to be more effective in what they do. Check out his
publications on Amazon.

Speaker Bios
Chris Auger
Chris Auger has spent most of his career in the Testing,
Inspection and Certification (TIC) arena. Former roles include
Assessment Manager for UKAS and UK Accreditation Manager
for Bureau Veritas UK. His current role as Director of Schemes
concentrates on the development and ongoing monitoring of all
BAFE competency schemes, amongst other responsibilities.

Fire Strategist
Paul developed techniques for the formulation of fire strategies
which are included within BS PAS 911: 2007: Fire strategies –
Guidance and framework for their formulation. Although BSI
withdrew the standard in 2020, it continues to be referred to all
over the world. Paul has prepared fire strategies for all building
profiles including railway stations, power stations, office blocks
and hospitals.

Dr Paul Bryant | Author
Dr Paul Bryant has authored many publications over the years,
from his own books to British Standards. He wrote BS 7974-PD4
(Fire safety engineering) and BS PAS 911 (Fire strategies) as well

Dr Steve Gwynne
Dr Steve Gwynne is Research Lead at Movement Strategies
(a GHD company) and Industrial Professor of Evacuation and
Pedestrian Dynamics at Lund University, Sweden. He has nearly
Continued overleaf
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25 years of experience in pedestrian dynamics and human
behaviour in fire and evacuation modelling. He has worked
for the Canadian /US governments, academic institutes (e.g.,
Univ. Maryland, Univ. Waterloo, and Univ. Greenwich) and in
consultancy (e.g., Hughes Associates, US). He has been involved
in data collection, model development/application, procedural
design, and regulatory development. He has worked in the
aviation, maritime, rail and built environments, and has also
worked in large-scale disasters (e.g., wildfire incidents).
Sean Passant
Sean Passant is the technical manager of DEHN UK and currently
the President of ATLAS (Association of Technical, Lightning &
Access Specialists) the UK trade association for lighting protection
designers & installers. With over 28 years of experience in
the industry, he is also a visiting lecturer at the CITB National
Construction College, an IET subject matter specialist & ‘upskilling
volunteer’, a member of the CIBSE ‘Electrical Safety Group’, and a
member of the BSI GEL/81 standards committee responsible for
BSEN 62305 & BSEN 62561 standards.
The Day
The day got off to a great start, Dr Steve Gwynne was the
first off the line for our speakers and presented a fascinating
talk on modelling evacuations. Steve led the audience on an
entertaining adventure through the behavioural mechanics
during evacuations and how and why we would want to predict
how people behave during evacuations.

created that helps create fire strategies in a simple methodical
way whilst also providing the correct standards for the region. It
was a very interesting talk by Paul and something that I hope the
industry picks up on.
The next speaker was Sean Passant from Dehn. His presentation
was based on preventing ignition from lightning. The
presentation opened my eyes to the risks associated with
lightning and the sheer number of lightning strikes the UK
received each year – a whopping 260,000 ground strikes a year.
The striking presentation was capped off with some fantastic
video performances from Sean himself. This was definitely a
presentation I will be referring back to in the future.
The last speaker was Chris Auger. Chris had the hard job of
keeping us all going late in the day – he did a great job. Chris’s
presentation was on BAFE SP205 and validation. Chris expertly
navigated us through the competency landscape of fire safety
and helped our members understand that SP205 competency
is determined by five key areas: a review of records, feedback,
interviews, observations, and training/qualifications. Chris
raised several great points that the industry still needs to tackle,
these include:
•

How does the industry encourage new fire risk
assessors to join?

•

How does the industry
ensure these fire risk
assessors gain the
correct experience and
competencies?

•

And will PI insurance
cause a shift in the industry?

We had some fantastic stands, and I would like to personally
thank all the stands for attending.
The second speaker was Dr Paul Bryant who spoke on Holistic
Fire Strategies and the need to improve and simplify the fire
strategies. He introduced ‘igni online’ a new business he has

Silverstone Technical Meeting and Trade Event
Continued overleaf
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Silverstone

Technical Meeting and Trade Event | Company Stands

CHURCHES FIRE
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Fire Safety Advice For
Autistic Children
and Adults
Andrew Slater

Co-opted Council Member

We hear fire alarms activate every day. It’s vital for the early
detection of fire and the evacuation process. The sound of the fire
alarm can reach defining levels. Not such a problem for me and you.
But what if you have Autism?
I have recently done some research into this subject as it is close to
my heart as I have two Autistic sons.

The first is from East Sussex Fire & Rescue Service

The second is from Rising Star Sonny White. Sonny has been a
Finalist in the Aico Community Awards this year in the Rising
Star category and was also “One to Watch” in the recent IFSEC
Global list for 2022.

What is autism?
Autism spectrum conditions are lifelong developmental differences
that affect how people communicate and interact with the world.
Each person with autism has a distinct set of strengths and
challenges. Some people with autism may require significant
support in their daily lives, while others live entirely independently.
One in 100 people are on the autism spectrum and there are around
700,000 autistic adults and children in the UK. These figures just
show how likely it is that you will meet and may need to support
autistic people.
I found some great advice but two stood out for me and I would like
to share them with you and thank them for all they are doing to help
with Autism in fire safety.

Different reactions to fire
Children and adults on the autistic spectrum and with other special
needs may have unexpected reactions to a smoke alarm or a
fire. The following information, collated from a variety of sources
including the National Autistic Society, aims to help you support
autistic children and adults.
East Sussex Fire and Rescue Service is committed to increasing the
understanding and acceptance of children and adults with autism
and other neurodiverse conditions.
Continued overleaf
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Home safety visits and other interactions
Communication is key to so much of the work of the fire and rescue
service. These tips may help you to interact with an autistic person,
whether it’s a child, adult, colleague or friend.
•
Always use their name (if you know it) when you start to
address them so that they know you are talking to them
•

Say less and say it slowly

•

Provide one instruction at a time, so that the person is not 		
overwhelmed with information

•

Don’t use too many questions, and keep them short

•

Use visual supports such as photographs. Even if the child
or adult is very good at communicating verbally, the use of
visual supports can help support understanding. Autistic
people are often very good at processing visual information and
prefer this when communicating. For example, use maps,
diagrams, flowcharts, lists, etc.

•

Be aware of the environment (noisy/crowded/flashing lights)
that you are in. Also be aware if anything might happen
occasionally whilst you are with them, such as fast movements
or bells used for start/end of sessions, and announcements over
a loudspeaker.

•

Avoid using irony, sarcasm, rhetorical questions, ‘sayings’ or
exaggeration. For example: Avoid saying just a minute if you will
be longer

A reaction to the noise of a smoke alarm or a fire can be to run away.
When autistic children and adults are in this ‘flight mode’ they may
become oblivious to other dangers, such as road traffic or a barrier
tape, and run towards a different danger. Make sure the person is
supervised during this unsettling time.
Sensory Sensitivities
Children and adults with autism and anxiety may become frightened
in response to sensory stimuli. They may feel overwhelmed due to
sensory overload. This may manifest itself in different ways such as
repetitive behaviour such as rocking or repeating words.
Autistic adults and children may not have a typical range of
sensations and may not feel the cold, heat, or pain in a typical
manner. They may fail to acknowledge pain. They may show an
unusual pain response that could include laughter, humming,
singing and removing of clothing.
Children and adults with autism and anxiety may become frightened
in response to sensory stimuli. Some individuals with autism have
difficulty telling people what’s scaring them, so may show fear with
extreme avoidance of a situation. For example, someone might
refuse to go to a place after experiencing the noise and confusion
of a smoke alarm and fire drill. As a result, people with sensory
sensitivity:
•
May not like the feel of certain materials (example: a blanket)
•

May be sensitive to smells

•

May even seek out fire

Some autistic children are delayed in their use of language and
some autistic adults don’t use speech. In these cases, other
methods of communication need to be established. A parent or
carer or advocate can support you in identifying the best way for
communicating with the person.

•

May have strong reactions to sirens/flashing lights

•

May not feel pain

•

May not allow you to touch them

Autistic children and adults may use some of the following to
communicate with you:
1. Gestures

Meltdowns and shutdowns
Exposure to sensory stimuli may make someone feel completely
overwhelmed, and the understandable result can be a meltdown.
Meltdown symptoms can include shouting, screaming, crying, and
lashing out.

2.

Looking at the object they want, or moving away from the
object they fear

3.

Using pictures

Autistic children and adults often experience high levels of anxiety,
especially in unfamiliar situations and when meeting someone for
the first time. Consider preparing the family for your visit by sending
information about yourself, including a photo, in advance. If this is
not possible, ensure during the visit that you are giving the autistic
person time and the interaction is led by their preferences.
In case of fire
Autistic adults are just as likely to hide, like children, in a fire
situation to get away from the noise and the unexpected situation.
So, check wardrobes, under beds and behind furniture.
Autistic people may resist moving during a fire emergency, so try to
reassure and repeat instructions. Describe the emergency procedure/
escape plan in advance if possible, using a step-by-step approach.
Assign one carer or family member to be responsible for getting the
person with autism out of the home and to a place of safety.
If the individual is presenting with behaviours that cause you to
suspect they have autism, make your colleagues/friends aware of
this, so everyone can be sensitive to the person’s needs.
Autistic adults and children may wander off or bolt after rescue. Stay
with the person with autism or hand them over to another caregiver
or advocate.

Shutdowns are also caused by sensory overload and anxiety
and during these times the person becomes still, and unable to
communicate or move (‘freeze’ situation).
The strategies below can help if someone is having a meltdown or a
shutdown:
•
Provide reassurance about the situation.
•
Always ask the parent, carer or advocate if there is anything
you can do to help. They will know the best thing to do during
this difficult time.
•
Not all calming strategies work all the time. Some people have
a range of strategies that work in different situations, but
sometimes they don’t suit how the person is feeling at that time.
•
Make space - try to create a quiet, safe space as best you can.
Ask people to move along and not to stare and move away from
bright lights or sirens – whatever you can think of to reduce the
information overload: try it.
Some autistic people may show signs of distress before having a
meltdown, which is sometimes referred to as the ‘rumble stage’.
At this stage, there may still be a chance to prevent a meltdown
by helping the person use calming strategies such as putting on
headphones and removing potential triggers.
Explore ‘graded exposure’
You may be able to discuss preparing people for when they may
hear a smoke alarm and help them to learn a safe response.
Continued overleaf
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For example, you could suggest that a parent or carer records the
noise of the smoke alarm on a phone or iPad and plays it back at a
low volume.
However, it is very important not to stress the person out by trying
to desensitise them. Then over several weeks gradually increase the
volume, but again only if the person is not getting distressed.
You could also suggest practising the escape route several times by
walking with the person, and then combine the low-level noise of
the alarm with walking escape routes.
Some people find wearing ear defenders useful, so the person has
control when they slip them over their ears to reduce the sound
level.
Some people cope better with fire alarms if there is an
announcement or a soft noise before the actual alarm. This means
that the person can prepare themselves for what is coming up and
cope better.
This graded exposure may seem counterintuitive, but
research indicates that this can be effective for getting over a
particular fear and learning safe behaviour.
Further information for Autistic adults and children
•
National Autistic Society www.autism.org.uk
•

Ambitious about Autism www.ambitiousaboutautism.org.uk/
what-we-do

•

NHS www.nhs.uk/conditions/autism/support/

A new guidance note has been launched
by the Fire Industry Association (FIA)
regarding fire alarm considerations for
people with sensory sensitivities.
Unveiled at FIREX 2022 at London’s ExCeL by Sonny White and
James Jones, FIA Board Member and Managing Director at Vimpex,
the guidance note was first initiated by Sonny, a 16-year-old future
fire detection and alarms expert.

or freeze when an alarm sounds. “This is the last thing you want in
a fire drill,” explained Sonny, “especially if it is a real emergency.”
Sonny went on to say that the impact of the alarm on some students
with sensory sensitivities could last the rest of the day, causing them
to miss out on learning.
In response to this, Sonny – who has built his own fire alarm lab in
the garden of his family home – conducted a study of his own school
and a special needs school and of others with autism and looked at
the many fire alarm companies and what they had to offer.
His efforts come in the context of 700,000 people in the UK with
autism spectrum disorder and suffering from sensory sensitivities
to noise and light. The reaction to the fire alarm from some of these
students, therefore, potentially impacts 1,500 special schools in the
UK and on special needs units in mainstream schools and both on
child and adult day centres, or simply on individuals in mainstream
schools or workplaces.
How has the Fire Industry Association responded?
The FIA was first contacted in mid-2021 regarding the suitability of
fire alarm warnings in special schools by Sonny, who believed the
topic had not been fully addressed in the Code of Practice for fire
detection and fire alarm systems – BS 589-1.
It was highlighted that while BS 5839-1 addresses the needs of those
who have a hearing impairment and those with photosensitive
epilepsy, the code does not address the needs of those with other
sensory sensitivities who may not behave as designers anticipate
during an evacuation.
A special interest group was consequently convened by the FIA to
develop a guidance document to cover situations where fire alarm
warnings are intended for people with sensory sensitives. The group
consisted of people with a personal interest and experience in the
matter, as well as experts in the fields of disability and fire safety, to
ensure the needs of individuals with sensory sensitivities could be
better met.
The document is intended to provide guidance for those involved
in the specification, design and application of fire alarm systems
in premises where occupants have sensory sensitivities. It aims to
identify the considerations that should be taken into account, but
does not give recommendations for specific solutions, which should
“always be subject to a risk assessment by competent persons”.
Alternative solutions may include voice alarms (as part of a public
address system), Visual Beacon (BID) alarms in certain areas, or
vibrating paging systems – though more detail is provided in the
guidance document for how such solutions may be incorporated.
On the lighting front, which can be equally disturbing, the guidance
note suggests using VIDS – Visual Indicating Devices – as opposed to
VADS – Visual Alarm Devices, which are very bright. VIDS cannot be
used as a standalone alarm system, of course, whereas VADS can.

With his GCSE exams imminent, Sonny presented via a pre-recorded
video message, highlighting the need for fire alarm systems to cater
for those with autism or sensory sensitivities, who may panic, hide
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Building
Effective HS Training in the
Sayed Nazar Fadhul
Construction Industry
CFIOSH,MSc,FIIRSM,NEBOSHDip,MIFireE,MIFSM

Sayed Nazar Fadhul CFIOSH,MSc,FIIRSM,NEBOSHDip,MIFireE,MIFSM
Introduction
It is without doubt comparatively
more hazardous working within the
construction sector than working in
other similar sectors. Construction
worksites often prove to be energetic,
rapidly changing and an environment
where diverse professions do their
job simultaneously with different
chemicals, machines, tools, and
equipment. Based on the latest global
accident data there is a huge number of
construction workforces that die every
year while performing their day-today activities in global construction
projects. Such data is rarely considered
alarming and can comparatively

be related to the major range of HS
hazards/threats that a high number of
construction workforces are unable to
identify and even cope with.
For instance, for over 29 years I have
worked with thousands of construction
workforces of different nationalities
and cultures in the Kingdom of Bahrain
and, whilst they all have their own
perspectives and pain points, it is
surprising how many workforces
struggle with the same issues. They are
normally only able to identify less than
40% of HS hazards/threats within a
common site. Unidentified and

uncontrolled hazards/threats could
certainly raise the probability of the
worksite personal injuries and property
damage as such workforces might act
unsafely or even be involved in risktaking or unsafe practices and conducts
during the existence of these kinds of
hazards/threats.

Continued overleaf
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H&S Training Concerns
Health and Safety (H&S) officers in the construction sector are
exposed to many H&S challenges, including how to prepare an
effective H&S program to tackle such a challenge. How to build,
design, and establish related policies and procedures review
and develop such effective programs in the best approach
are the main roles of H&S officers in such a vital industry.
They must first, understand many important things related to
training such as the categorization of training needs models,
the different Training Needs Analysis models related to H&S, the
differences between Training Needs Analysis and Training Needs
Assessment and when they should be conducted.
Construction Industry H&S
To eliminate and minimize the construction worksite
unwanted events, construction firms in the Kingdom of
Bahrain must apply and invest in several health and safety
programs and mainly health and safety training which seems
to have been extensively employed in practice manners for
a long time. This is often due to the range of advantages
related to reliable Health and safety training program which
has long been proven to develop hazard/threat identification
degrees, reduce unsafe conduct/acts, and even increase the
safe use and handling of different equipment and tools and
safe use of chemicals within construction worksites. Moreover,
it has been found that construction project supervisors and
workforces who usually attend and received adequate health
and safety training have a better understanding and respond
fast to health and safety risks/threats more than some other
supervisors and workforces who convert to a lesser number of
risk-taking activities.
Similarly, construction firms providing effective health and
safety training to their workforces have a reduced reportable
accident level and have developed a more desirable health and
safety performance. Therefore, a construction health and safety
training program is undoubtedly a very important element for
the success of health and safety on construction sites.
Several health and safety training approaches are employed in
practice on construction worksites. For instance, toolbox talk
meetings, new workforce orientation/induction and specific
health and safety training to motivate workforces to wear and
use PPE, safe use and handling of chemicals. The purpose of
such health and safety training initiatives is usually to build
workforces with a strong KSAA, maintain a positive safety
culture, and a strong accident prevention program/strategy
and achieve full legal compliance with health and safety
regulations/standards. As an illustration, a high number of
worldwide countries currently require a new health and safety
training along with a qualification system for all those working
in the construction sector before commencing work.
Therefore, a high number of construction experts have entirely
concentrated on HS training programs especially on building,
enhancing, and delivering health and safety training programs.
The purpose of the construction firm management is to
attain the desired degree of HS performance and returns of
investments or benefits as such important elements continue
to be a global concern within the construction sector. How to
begin, design, develop, and deliver an effective health and
safety training program within the construction sector in a very
flexible environment is a challenge to cope with. Moreover,

how to continually provide high-quality and appropriate
health and safety advising, monitoring, mentoring, nurturing,
and coaching to achieve the desired goals is another challenge
that HS officers are facing in such a vital sector.
Categorization of training needs
It is important to remember that it is insufficient to focus solely
on performance; we need to create training programs that
build professional, ethical workers. To understand the best
approach to building an effective H&S training program, it is
necessary to recognize and define a needs analysis within an
H&S training program, including the different categories of
H&S training needs that have emerged worldwide over the last
fifty-plus years. There are numerous models of training needs
and are generally categorized into nine models: Democratic,
Diagnostic, Analytical, Compliance, Felt, Normative, Expressed,
Comparative and Anticipated.
Democratic needs create training programs designed by
project management teams. Team members are given
complete freedom of choice to decide what are their needs
and preferences, ultimately, they are developing a program
that they think is suitable for them. Such programs are often
well-accepted and preferred by management. The focus on
democratic needs encourages workers to buy into training
programs because it is underpinned by a strong culture based
on workers’ needs. In SKD Group, the firm always encourages
workers to attend and learn, arguing that training programs
have been developed by the workers for the workers. It is
believed workers’ involvement in the programs intrinsically
motivates them, but a Program Manager (PM) can also propose
a training program to develop workers’ skills. This has a
major impact on the workforce. Further, it safeguards and
sustains the firm’s core competencies by continuing to grow its
knowledge and culture.
It is recognized that a small number of staff need more
sophisticated, demanding training to meet legal or
organizational demands. In these instances, it may be more
cost-effective to engage external consultants to deliver the
training. SKD uses this process when someone is interested
in becoming an HSE assistant. It is important to recognize the
firm’s management believes the applicant has the potential
KSAA, often evidenced by various roles and experiences in
the construction industry. The applicant must have the clear
support of the Project Manager to join the HSE Department.
The applicant must attend HSE lessons and meetings before
being appointed an HSE assistant. The lessons cover material
including measuring tools such as questionnaires; BBS; post
and final tests to assess a wide range of required KSAA traits.
The purpose of such a program is to ensure the firm has
sufficient qualified HSE staff, at a time when the construction
industry grapples with a shortage of HSE officers. This thinking
is also influenced by the need to satisfy the government’s
Bahrainization Program. All SKD HSE assistants have come
through such a program which is considered a precursor
to achieving an internationally recognized qualification in
HSE such as Nebosh & IOSH levels 2&3. The benefits of such
a program are it provides a map to advance professionally,
particularly if the applicant has evident skills in negotiation,
influence, persuasion, etc. Moreover, funding from local
semi-governmental firms is readily available for such training
programs.
Continued overleaf
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Diagnostic needs are another model. It concentrates on
elements which result in producing a reliable, highly effective
performance and is designed to eliminate potential issues,
rather than current issues. The main aim is to always ensure
a reliable and highly effective performance can be achieved;
therefore, the emphasis is on analyzing and selecting the
numerous elements which have an impact on performance.
Analytical needs involve the gathering of data, determining
the issue/s and then deciding which issue/s to solve to help
improve overall H&S performance, productivity and success.
The focus is on proposing better methods to do a job; such
needs are normally proposed by a construction expert, and/
or a creative team. Sometimes, the obvious option would not
be the perfect solution so we need to have a strong creative
element to look outside the box. It does not matter the source
of the team members, the key features are the team can
evaluate data and produce imaginative solutions to determine
new, better methods to do a job.
Compliance needs Construction is tightly regulated and
compliance globally is a major issue. Compliance can generate
numerous benefits. But, non-compliance can result in penalties,
fines and unwanted events such as injuries. In SKD Group, the
H&S Department must identify the compliance requirements
such as Ministerial orders, Article numbers, Clients and ISO
requirements, Proof of compliance, etc. to provide training.
The plan is submitted to HR Department for further approval
and action. That is why; we have always to make certain that
everybody is involved and understands what they have to
fulfil in terms of H&S policies, procedures, and regulations.
Compliance needs are essential to demonstrate the firm’s
legal commitment to H&S, but it also builds a good reputation
which helps to deliver more business opportunities. However,
many construction workers regard it as a challenge and even
undesirable, because they feel they have had no input or control
over its implementation. Construction workers are not always
noted for keeping abreast of compliance needs. So, to encourage
the workers to become more involved and increase their
interest, we must modify the training by developing material to
be accessible online even through a cell/smartphone. We also
provide teaching material in the form of videos, stories etc. to
ensure we meet our compliance needs

example would be an OSH nurse/officer who is responsible
for assessing construction occupational health standards
and policies so that workers can work more safely and
efficiently, whilst also understanding the primary techniques
of detecting COVID-19 symptoms. Therefore, the OSH nurse/
officer possesses a felt need because he/she possesses
an understanding of virus detection methods and their
implication for construction projects. In short, Felt needs
highlight the key reason why workforces feel they need to
learn. This degree of analysis though can sometimes be
difficult as often an experienced worker believes he/she is
skilled and finds it difficult to perceive or even recognize the
gap.
Expressed needs or sometimes called demonstrated needs
are the gauged gap or difference between a firm’s KSAA and
practices/protocols proposed or advised by experts. These
kinds of training needs can be detected through gathering
feedback in the form of various tools such as appraisals, audits,
self-assessment questionnaires, focus groups etc. An example
would be how technology has improved the detection of
flammable and toxic gases over time, yet an internal audit
conducted by H&S Department identifies some construction
teams’ practices are not following the most recent protocols.
Comparative needs compare one observer’s assessment with
another observer’s assessment as to whether there is a need.
For example, two HSE groups are assigned to investigate the
behaviour of a new construction team. One of the HSE groups
appoints a project manager as an expert.
Anticipated needs or sometimes called expected needs are
usually conditional on projected or planned around the longterm future demands. To define such training needs, we firstly
should split them into smartly designed classifications. The
need to meet these future demands can be accommodated
during a regular review. This would help to keep all the
workforce familiar with such modifications/developments. A
good example is when a gap was detected within the Permit
to Work System in the Oil & Gas sector. The HSE Department
realized the change that would occur within the system and
prepared in advance a training plan.

Normative needs of the construction workforce and the whole
construction group tend to be a need in comparison to or a
gap between current and future standards. The new aspect in
all cases is normally invented through protocols, guidelines
and practice guides. A good example of normative needs is
when the Bahrain Ministry of Health issued a new policy which
recommended construction firms such as SKD Group provide
a separated isolation room at labour camps and procedures
to isolate suspected workers. The Camp management team
was theoretically and practically trained by the firm’s HSE
Department and externally by Civil Defence about the relevant
new practices.

Stage I Design of H&S Training Program
The design stage of a training program is essential if the
program is to be effective. The design should identify the
program’s benefits, costs and deliverables. The idea is to
formulate several designs/models before approving the best
design/model to attain the desired aim and objectives of the
H&S training program. This process could produce a number
of results, such as types of TNA that need to be conducted
later, instructional approaches, method of delivery, etc. It
is important the H&S training programs support the firm’s
wider strategy, as well as recognise that implementation is in
accordance with related policies and procedures, which are
outlined in the next stage.

Felt needs include things like the gap or difference concerning
the KSAA which usually an experienced workforce maintains
and ones they desire to attain. The workforces individually
identify their training through self-evaluation. That is why;
the felt needs arise consist of benchmarks that are shaped
and developed through the workforce’s experiences. A good

Establishing H&S Training Policies & Procedures
Establishing H&S Training Policies & Procedures is
considered part of the Design stage and is founded on the
5Cs: commitment, communication, consistency, clarity,
and compliance. Commitment reflects management’s
commitment to H&S training, and communication embodies
Continued overleaf
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the need to provide staff with clear instruction, and
appropriate information, whilst consistency expresses the
role of benchmarks for output and culture. Clarity sets the
performance expectations for each individual and department,
and finally, compliance assesses the firm’s ability to match
legal obligations. Subsequently, the Large C Training Culture
will be developed by such elements. Remember that policies
are termed as standards or possibly directives, whilst
procedures are termed as standard operating procedures
(SOPs) or work instructions
Stage II Recognize Training Needs
Training Needs Analysis VS Training Needs Assessment
Before moving to the next stage of building an effective training
program, we need to discuss the difference between the two
terms which are employed interchangeably and unfortunately
cause confusion: Training Needs Assessment and Training
Needs Analysis. It is an area of concern as H&S officers may
struggle to differentiate the two terms. It is important to
understand the two terms because the construction industry
requires high-quality H&S training programs to minimize the
dangers of working in such an industry.
What Is a TNA? Training Needs Assessment
Training Needs Assessment detects gaps which exist around
an ongoing, long-term condition. The purpose of such an
assessment is to identify the justification for closing the gap,
the obstacles to be overcome, the resources required and the
benefits that will emerge. TNA assessment should develop
a scale priority matrix (framework) which evidences the
firm’s strategic purpose, concepts such as vision, mission,
and values. According to the experts that the training needs
assessment normally comprises three elements: Firm/
Strategic, Work environment/Task/job needs, and Employee
analysis. Prof. T. Cekada defines Training Needs Assessment as
“an assessment used to determine whether training is the right
solution to a workplace problem. It is an “ongoing process of
gathering data to determine what training needs exist so that
training can be developed to help the organization accomplish
its objectives”, it is the “process of collecting information
about an expressed or implied organizational need that could
be met by conducting training”. This process identifies and
prioritizes H&S. Implementing inappropriate TNA, such as a
generic or off-the-rack program may not meet the firm’s needs,
and ultimately be time-consuming and financially costly. HR
departments may have to undertake TNAs individually and/
or jointly to ensure the success of the H&S training program.
Some H&S officers still believe that there are only one or two
types of TNA but in fact, there are several different types of TNA
that we need to highlight and understand in this part.
When Should We Conduct A TNA?
A TNA should be conducted when we need to verify and improve
KSAA, particularly when there is a change or modification in the
system, policies, procedures, work patterns, or work site layout.
These changes may be driven by external factors such as new
legislation, client demands or internal feedback such as a drop
in performance or quality of work. The purpose is to keep the
workforce updated, and competent to perform its tasks.
Analysis of Ongoing H&S Training Needs
This stage defines Ongoing Training needs, and the types
of training needed to deliver a good introduction. Ongoing

Training needs refer to “any H&S training activities that take
place on completion of primary training”. Common activities
such as lectures, seminars or workshops help develop and
update the workforce’s KSAA through exchanging ideas and
practices. This practice can be split into different types.
Firm Training Analysis (FTA)
A Firm Training Analysis is a method designed to recognize
the gaps within a firm’s H&S training requirements; it can
also be defined as a detailed survey of the firm’s culture
and effectiveness. Data is collected to identify area/s for
improvement. It is important to identify the firm’s objectives
such as increased competition and the emergence of new
competitors. This analysis should consider the internal and
external environment in which the firm is operating. The
drivers within these environments to a greater or lesser
extent will shape the firm’s training demands. For example,
management’s attitude to training will not only impact the
type and quality of training offered but will also influence the
workers’ attitudes to the training. A useful tool in supporting
this analysis is the Balanced Scorecard but remember this type
of analysis will not necessarily produce individual details about
the workforce.
Work Environment Analysis (WEA)
A detailed survey of the work environment creates a
connection to H&S training needs. This degree of analysis
will produce certain details on the firm’s work, but it will
trigger questions such as what factors affect work safety, the
efficiency and effectiveness of the work, the quality of the
work, etc.
Job Analysis (JA)
The modern construction environment mandates
organizations to implement KSAA effectively to ensure their
workers undertake tasks in a reliable, risk-free manner whilst
being cost-effective. This requires firms to conduct a Job
Performance Analysis (JPA) to evaluate whether a task is and
to what degree the task has been satisfactorily completed.
Therefore, the first task that a trainer should carry out is
an assessment of the workforce’s current KSAA in terms of
knowledge, skills, and behaviours. This kind of analysis helps
to recognize possible obstacles and remedies required to
overcome these obstacles.
Training Content Analysis (TCA)
Training Content Analysis (TCA) splits the work procedure into
sections or modules to identify the learning requirements and
objectives. These features coupled with feedback analysis and
other considerations such as a review of project documents
and records will help to determine the H&S issues which are
still required to be solved by a program of H&S training. By
conducting a job analysis and dividing the work into sections
or modules the trainer will be able to identify the most
appropriate instructional approaches. In short, we must know
the nature, dynamics, and scope of the current and future
requirements/objectives to develop training content that
works.
Employee Analysis (EA)
Employee Analysis (EA) identifies candidates by analyzing
features such as experience and age, because less experienced
and/or younger workers may be less knowledgeable about
Continued overleaf
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potential problems. Older workers by contrast may lack
the physical and mental agility to operate machinery and
equipment. The trainer should collect and analyze the data
to detect any issues or areas of concern that need to be
addressed. This analysis should triangulate the activity with
the required KSAA, and if necessary organize the necessary
H&S training. The employee analysis must ensure the firm
is delivering training that is compliant with the firm’s H&S
strategic goals and can be evaluated through a measuring tool
such as EVRA.
Training Suitability Analysis (TSA)
The outcome of a TNA and task analysis (TA) will determine a
Training Suitability Analysis (TSA). TSA answers the question
as to whether H&S training is the best method to solve the
issue of whether a more fundamental redesign of the task or
even the project is needed. Therefore, the PM and PS should
participate within the TNA & TSA to voice their thoughts and
reflect on the workers’ opinions. Some researchers have
strongly recommended the importance of establishing a
strong coalition with other departments and parties such as
contractors and suppliers to impact the process.
Evaluation Valid and Reliable Analysis (EVRA)
Evaluation Valid and Reliable Analysis (EVRA) is a toolkit which
measures the effectiveness of the H&S training program once it
is completed. The EVRA toolkit should be based on researched
theory and good practice by drawing on evidence from different
industries such as construction & oil & gas etc. EVRA should be
applied after a project and therefore may take around three to
five years period before it can be applied. Before applying this
toolkit, it is strongly recommended to pilot the toolkit to iron
out any flaws. The purpose of such work is to ensure the EVRA
toolkit is effective and objective in its outcomes and would
evaluate the same outcome if applied on further occasions.
Ethical Issues
Ethical concerns are inherently complicated, because of
people’s cultures, values, opinions, etc., but it is important when
gathering data from the workers to maintain confidentiality
and avoid upset. We can refer to BERA’s five general ethical
principles of harm, autonomy, privacy, reciprocity and equity to
successfully perform such tasks.
Sensitivity
Sensitivity is the validity of any measuring tool to recognize the
existence of the attributes that we need to find out within several
inhabitants such as construction firms or projects.
Transparency
Transparency allows data to be rigorously scrutinized by
stakeholders and consequently demonstrate the validity of the
decisions made.
Safety Document Analysis (SDA)
Once the trainer has completed Job Performance Analysis
JPA he can then conduct Safety Document Analysis (SDA) as a
part of TCA. H&S document analysis should systematically and
qualitatively investigate all related sources. To do it correctly, we
need to critically analyze and assess the quality of such sources.
Analysis of the data such as time lost to accidents will allow an
audit to be carried out. This data provides a valuable resource of
information on which to design subsequent training programs.

Employee Analysis (EA)
Employee Analysis (EA) needs to be also conducted in order
to identify the targeted candidates by analyzing items such
as the age of the workforce and its work duration are a major
consideration as many new workforces tend to have excessive
incident records, particularly in the earliest stages of the project.
The physical fitness of the workforce is critical particularly when
there is a requirement to operate machinery and equipment,
correct identification of PPE and the utilization of any hazardous
substances such as chemicals is also a common problem. Once
the trainer has collected and studied all the aforementioned
factors, he should be in a position to detect any issues or areas
of concern that need to be addressed within the worksite
activities, also the required KSAA is considered to be essential to
perform the work safely. At the end of the day, the trainer must
make sure that the required training needs analysis and H&S
training are directly related to the candidates’ tasks and that
it is compliant with the company’s H&S strategic goals when
evaluated by management and candidates using some form of
measuring tool of EVRA.
Stage III Set up Your Goals and Objectives
Once a trainer has been able to identify and conduct an
analysis of the H&S training needs it is the right time to
set up the training Aims and Objectives. In this stage, it is
essential not to become confused between the two terms
“aim and objective” as they are applied interchangeably in
any H&S training program. An aim refers to the generic and
demonstrates what the trainer intends to deliver and what
should be expected from the candidates. These aims should
be designed to maintain a strong KSAA to ensure candidates
conduct their worksite activities safely and in a professional
manner thus maximizing their outputs and productivity.
An objective refers to specific goals or methods that the trainer
wishes to accomplish. The H&S objectives should be created in
a form of “SMART” – that is - Specific, Measurable, Achievable,
Realistic and Time constrained items. The trainer has to take
great care in this stage of the delivery work for if SMART is not
correctly applied the points will have a significant limitation
in the delivery and could lead to a poor understanding of the
trainer’s H&S delivery and reduce the training success. Setting
inadequate aims and objectives may cause candidates to lack
interest and even develop a level of pessimism due to a feeling
of their wasting their own time and energy and may further
raise confusion and misunderstanding about their focus on the
activities.
To set the aims and SMART objectives of a desired H&S
training program, the trainer will need to apply four important
elements titled A-B-C-D.
A= Audience and refers to the candidates.
B=Behaviour and refers to the actions of candidate teams
being instructed.
C= Condition and refers to the desired behaviour expected of
the candidates being trained.
D= a degree or standard that refers to the level of recognition
the candidates need to effectively attain.
This sector of H&S work is critical as the trainer may have
to be more specific in the delivery of training modules if the
candidates are to obtain an effective standard of performance
Continued overleaf
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within a scoring system as many of the candidates may just
think or expect that 100% is the desired standard. The trainers
should keep in their minds that for over three decades or
more the H&S training performance has been gauged and
viewed primarily on two important elements or concepts
namely: Quality and Quantity as they have become the main
components of modern training measuring systems.
A good example related to this stage of work is when a
trainer is going to set up an effective objective about Hazard
Communication within the H&S training program, there is
a need to identify the Audience within the workforce i.e.,
mason, electrical, cleaner etc. as a candidate, Behavior is to
describe the four vital parts of an MSDS, Condition he should
be provided with a blank MSDS and Degree/Standard he must
do it without any mistake. The trainer has to make sure that he
is delivering the correct H&S information, that the delivery is
effective H&S training and also to have the ability to recognize
any gap in this stage of work as it is considered to be a major
component in building the foundation of the entire company
H&S training program.
Stage IV Develop Training Activities
This section of training work is referred to as the instructor
strategy where the trainer has to prepare a plan to deliver
the Training Activities, it is essential to consider what kinds
of activities/tasks/actions are needed to train and instruct
the candidates and which are the best methods to use to
successfully guide each candidate through, the required KSAA
knowledge refers to the employment of intellectual skills i.e.
analyze and assess, Skills refers to the use of certain manual
requirements, Ability refers to capability, potential, or even
capacity and recognizes regardless of whether the workforces
have the ways to do/perform something and Attitude refers
to certain emotional acceptance in beliefs and feelings. Many
candidates require numerous H&S training; therefore, the
trainer will have to employ different types of training methods
such as case studies, discussion, demonstration, small
group exercises and informative presentations as part of the
program.
In this stage of training delivery, the trainer should not forget
to conduct a practical training session where applicable
and as required by the H&S firm, law or even by project
clients/owners. In short, the trainer will need to ensure that
the candidates have been correctly trained and guided by
the training program aims and objectives to be capable of
employing a range of different activities/tasks required on the
worksite. The trainer should provide in advance the necessary
training tools/materials/items and facilities required to ensure
delivery of the various required worksite tasks.
If possible, the trainer should set up objectives and tasks
or things to do within a format that matches the site scope
of the tasks when carried out on the worksite. Whenever a
trainer can employ a demonstration approach to candidates
the information will stand a higher chance of being retained
as knowledge and necessary information and be relevant to
candidates within their worksites. It is highly advisable in this
stage for the trainer to decide what kind of media is required
such as flip charts, slides, overhead projectors etc., preparation
of manual guides such as instructor delivery manual, candidates
Handbook and supervisor assessment tests such as a pretest

before a final test. The trainer will have a successful delivery of
a training program when he has identified the best H&S training
approach that will fit and match the candidates’ aspirations
along with their H&S training and development needs to achieve
safe quality learning and the continued well-being of the
candidates. The aim and objectives can also be complemented
by providing correct planning, preparation, and the delivery of
well-organized training modules.
Step V Conducting the H&S Training
In this stage, the trainer will have to produce an initial strategic
plan before delivering the complete training program. The
purpose of this section is to assist the trainer in considering a
basic requirement for the first training session before deciding
on the best form of delivery instruction. This strategic plan
should help the trainer to recognize the best approach to take
to manage the subject’s content for delivery to the candidates
and to identify just what exactly the candidates are going
to master and what the required skills as defined within the
course objective will be. It will also be necessary to ascertain
the best method of collecting feedback from the candidates for
recording in the company records.
The delivery of high-quality training is extremely important
with regards to H&S training progression if workforce
personnel are to work safely on project sites. It is a common
approach by trainers to always start any H&S training by
introducing themselves along with a brief overview of the
important points and principal elements of the training topics
and activities. Trainers are required to communicate the
emergency procedure for the training venue location being
used such as a short induction about the H&S requirements so
that all candidates are aware of evacuation procedures in the
event of something abnormal occurring at the venue. This is
a legal requirement and demonstrates good work practice. To
open a training session, the trainer must introduce the course
subject and its objectives to engage with the candidates and
get their attention and hopefully make a good impression
on them. At this moment the candidates will size the trainer
up and will eventually be able to recall their first day of the
training session, there will be many things that will remain in
their memory and some points may or may not “stick out”. All
these points rely on the delivery approach and the degree of
the impression made whether positive or negative.
The next step is to deliver the course content by typically
guiding the session towards allowing candidates to have
a practice training session where possible as this will help
candidates to identify any physical skills required to complete
the task and hopefully develop the method of application
which will be retained in their memories. By applying an
approach that uses calm voice questioning instead of a formal
“instructing” approach the trainer can help to build personal
initiative and encourage teamwork. Developing a keen
interest and independence can help staff to think and develop
their unique proposals/ideas and concepts. This can result
in their taking correct action and developing an improved/
developed team of workers on site. It is well known that
workforces become happier and even more productive if their
proposals/ ideas etc. are highly considered, appreciated and
applied seriously by senior management. During the entire
H&S training program the trainer should act in a professional
manner such as showing great patience in dealing with people
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as failure to do this can cause staff to lose interest. Remaining
calm and collected is highly recommended as is taking care of
all the candidates equally and fairly regardless of their race,
gender, religion or country of origin. In short, the aim of the
trainer in this stage is to create and maintain an atmosphere of
mutual respect and trust along with a high level of awareness
amongst the candidates so that they will positively respond to
both the subjects/issues under discussion and will be willing
to air their viewpoints and reactions to events. It is a particular
technique to quickly recognize and deliver a new idea so that
the candidates still have enough free time to assist each other
in a team bonding manner.
This is regarded as being the best way to encourage candidates’
engagement and concentration in understanding their tasks and
performances to be adequately measured, with correct review
and feedback, advice and in meeting their desired aims and
objectives. Consequently, their KSAA and culture will be improved
at the classroom level, and this will impact the worksite resulting
in a decreased accident rate.
As construction workforces are at a higher risk of encountering
potential hazards than many other types of workers, they
always have an interest in identifying, averting and sharing
information on all worksite threats to have more reliable
control measures put in place. Trainers should consult with
candidates to make them fully aware and involved in the key
factors to safeguarding their H&S within the construction
project. Training staff can demonstrate their professionalism
in terms of H&S training in the field by applying the latest
innovation and technology developments to improve KSAA in
terms of theoretical and practical measures within a reliable
environment. During this stage of work delivery, it is also highly
recommended the trainer avoids unnecessarily complex words
or language utilized to usually make an impression as opposed
to knowledge sharing with your candidates.
Stage VI Evaluate the H&S Training Program
Several renowned researchers have some famous sentences
e.g. “If you cannot measure/evaluate/assess it, you cannot
manage it” and “if you do not know where you are going;
chances are you will end up somewhere else.” For that reason,
measuring or evaluating an H&S training program is highly
recommended at this stage of work. It must be performed
via several approaches with avoidance of reactive responses
implemented. Researchers recommend a proactive response,
and it should be noted that the trainer may have to return to
Stage No. I refer to initial H&S training policies and procedures
that were created earlier to measure the H&S training activities
together with the specific required tools for the successful
delivery of the program. The H&S training program can only
be considered a success when the workforce can be shown
to have significantly benefited from the training program
after having achieved the desired aims and objectives.
Trainers should focus on the candidates’ and project
supervisors’ feedback before & after training and after worksite
developments. During this stage, the impact of H&S training
can be detected and evaluated through a development shown
in the workforce KSAA. If this kind of development can be
seen, then the training program can be continued. If there is
no positive change in the workforce KSAA, then the program
must be reviewed and developed to correct the issues. The
training department staff need to apply accurate assessment
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instruments to detect any gap or area for improvement related
to the program performance and the entire H&S training
program. A regular H&S training program assessment will
assist the training program continue to be valid and applicable
to the particular training needs of the workforce. Researchers
recommend that by applying different approaches to a
training assessment (such as a written exam) a reduction in the
incidents rate should accrue, simple discussions can be shown
to identify worksite issues before closing the H&S training
program. Finally, the observation and even the interview of
the immediate site supervisor can provide good feedback
about workforce KSAA immediately after training. In this stage
of work, the trainer must understand the variations between
the two terms of assessment and evaluation. To enable an
analysis of a particular issue the two terms (Assessment and
Evaluation) should be identified as very different components.
Assessment is a term for testing the candidates who have
finished the H&S training program. Assessment can then be
considered an important element of the evaluation. The main
purpose of the evaluation is to measure the entire H&S training
program. The results of this can then be applied to the next
stage.
Stage VII the Improvement of the H&S Training Program
Having evaluated and measured the H&S program the trainer
can then develop it further by doing a complete revision for all
the results gained from previous stages such as Barriers to an
Effective H&S training and inherent weaknesses. For example,
during the evaluation the trainer may find that there were
some problem issues related to the training program such as
incorrect equipment/tools, or possibly the workforce did not
retain the course inputs/information, or the course procedural
methods were too complicated, or the program timing was not
applicable for some of the candidates. The timing of delivery
is a major concern within construction H&S training as most
workforces prefer attending a training course during working
hours and not in their time off. The trainer can also employ
some new development steps to quickly complete the revision
such as professional competence/tasks accountabilities, new
machines/equipment/tools, updated or new work system/
procedure, or recognition of new threats such as hazards/risks.
The construction firms as employers have a legal obligation
to maintain a safe place of work and to provide appropriate
H&S training programs to enable staff to perform all works
safely and with minimal risk. Keep in your mind that the law
requires H&S training and its related activities such as TNA
through many different rules and regulations. The trainer
through employing such summarized H&S training stages/
modules, carrying out delivery work proactively, delivering
training in an interesting format and showing dedication to
the training course combined with adequate assessment and
revision can strengthen the firm safety climate as its training
program is considered as a major element. This will help to
maintain a positive safety culture with H&S training enhancing
it thus helping to retain workforces with strong KSAA and to
maintain a risk-free workplace and achieve H&S training legal
compliance. Failure to do so can result in the law taking its
due course.
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The Legal
Framework Of Fire
Safety Within England
Relating To
Residential Buildings
Tony Bolder

The Fire Safety Order 2005
Since its inception into law in June 2006, the Fire Safety Order
(FSO) has changed little regarding its implied requirements to
building owners /occupiers in relation to their fire safety duties.
Broken down into Articles, each is an absolute duty for the
responsible person (RP). This is the identified role within any
organisation ultimately responsible for fire safety.
As absolute duties are criminal, any non-compliance is punitive
by the authority having jurisdiction (AHJ).
For registered providers of social housing, this is the fire and
rescue service (FRS). Therefore, for Manchester this will be
Greater Manchester FRS.

reduce the risk of fire on the premises and the risk of the spread
of fire on the premises;
So as can be seen, this relates directly to the whole premises,
not part of it. Article 8 (1) ((b)) clarifies the direct duty where:
Duty to take general fire precautions
8. - (1) The responsible person must(b) in relation to relevant persons who are not his employees,
take such general fire precautions as may reasonably be
required in the circumstances of the case to ensure that the
premises are safe.
Again, this relates to the premises as a whole.

Many registered provider have engaged in contracts with various
FRS as a ‘primary authority’ (PA) status.The PA provides a
standard of fire safety approach, which is especially helpful if the
registered provider has housing stock located over multiple FRS
areas. However, the PA is not the AHJ and is is effectively a
‘critical friend’ to assist in determining standards and offering
general advice. Whilst the PA can communicate with the AHJ
if requested to do so, the AHJ will be the FRS whose area the
particular housing stock is located.

Contradiction within the FSO stems from the overlap in legal
primacy with the Housing Act, where Article 6 identifies that
domestic dwellings are exempt from the order and Article 2
explains:

N.B. It should be remembered that the FSO was originally
complied for the commercial industry and therefore does not
completely map across to social housing due to other pieces
of legislation such as the Housing Act 1984 having primacy
in certain areas. However, this does to absolve RP’s from
complying with the requirements and intention of the FSO,
which in some cases can be contradictory. To achieve overall
compliance the RP must have a set of nominated duty-holders
to assist with the individual Articles, which of course includes
Article 9 ‘Risk assessment’.

Therefore, by virtue - any common areas between such premises
fall under the FSO. (N.B. This is different in Scotland where the
domestic premise also extends into all common areas, however
the Civil Governance Act covers residents direct duties in these
areas) This results in the following illustration.

The requirement for the RP to understand the meaning
general fire precautions and to have a direct duty to take such
precautions are highlighted in Articles 4 and 8.
Article 4 (1) ((a)) states:

“domestic premises” means premises occupied as a private
dwelling (including any garden, yard, garage, outhouse, or other
appurtenance of such premises which is not used in common by
the occupants of more than one such dwelling);

Homes & Flats

Housing Act

Common parts
of residential
buildings

Non-domestic buildings

Fire Safety
Order

Meaning of “general fire precautions”
4. - (1) In this order “general fire precatuions” in relation to
premises means, subject to paragraph(2) - (a) measures to
Continued overleaf
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The RP must remember under Articles 4 and 8 that they still
have a direct responsibility for the whole premises. Therefore,
they must still complete some assessment of the areas which fall
under the Housing Act:

of access. However conversations regarding overall safety
should be ongoing with any resident committee to establish the
importance against life safety within the building and to gain
appropriate access where necessary.

This can be achieved in two ways:
• Complete a fire risk assessment of the common parts and
then an additional assessment of the of the individual flats/
demises through a Housing Health and Safety Rating System
using Section 24 ‘Fire’ as a reference
• Extend the fire risk assessment into the flats to overlap the
Housing Act and provide a single assessment for the whole
premises.

As a result, any outsourcing to any external company should be
at the control of the RP, who ultimately retains responsibility
for the contents of any assessment. The outsourced party are
merely contracted to complete the assessment using their
specialist knowledge. Therefore, the contents of the assessment
should be an agreed methodology and template by the RP and
assessor. This is especially important regarding any remedial
timescales within an action plan, to ensure the assessors
risk based analysis is directly related to the RP’s practical
completion.

In 2011 the UK Government provided a statutory guidance for
fire safety on purpose built blocks of flats. Originally under
the Local Government Association banner, this has now been
reintroduced via the Home Office
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/
system/uploads/attachment_data/file/ 1020410/Fire_Safety_in_
Purpose_Built_Blocks_of_Flats_Guide.pdf
This guidance provided a differing set of fire risk assessments
for residential buildings against ‘types’ (1 to 4), dependant upon
their scope.
To allow for the crossover into the Housing Act, either a type 3 or
type 4 assessment is applicable, where:
• Type 3- Common parts and flats (non-destructive)
• Type 4 - Common parts and flats (destructive)
N.B. It is generally not required to complete type 4 survey
unless:
• There is no fire strategy for the building
• There is no history of compartmentation standards
• The building operates a stay put policy
Therefore, taking FSO Article 9 (1) in the whole:
Risk Assessment
9.-(1) The responsible person must make a suitable and
sufficient assessment of the risks to which relevant persons
are exposed for the purpose of identifying the general fire
precautions he needs to take to comply with the requirements
and prohibitions imposed on him by or under this Order.
In this context:
• General fire precautions means the building as a whole (Type
3/4 or additional HHSRS Section 24)
• Relevant persons meaning those legally allowed within the 		
building
It’s also important to note that the duty of risk assessment falls
onto the RP against as to what is suitable and sufficient against
the risks of that building. Therefore by their very nature risk
assessments will differ dependant upon:
• The complexity of the buildings
• Its use and typology
• The persons who reside and interact with it
N.B. It is understood that for leaseholder buildings this can
be more difficult to achieve due to freeholder/ landlord rights

For complex and ‘in scope relevant’ residential buildings of 18
metres or more than 6 storeys in height ,the
RP, if outsourcing assessments should ideally ensure the
competency of the assessors to work on such
high risk buildings.
N.B. Whilst FSO Article 9 does not specify any requirement
for competency in completing assessments, the Fire Sector
Federation has set an approved code of practice (CoP) of a
national competency framework of fire risk assessors.
https://ifsm.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/FSF_ACOP_NationalFramework-FRACompetency_Nov2020.pdf
For higher risk residential buildings, the CoP recommends the
use of accredited third party (ATP) assessors.
The Fire Safety Act 2021
In 2019, amidst political pressure to act over the events of
the Grenfell tragedy. The Gov announced in the December
Queen’s speech the Fire Safety Bill. In April 2021 following the
parliamentary process this was given Royal Assent and was
enacted into law as a principal piece of Legislation on 16th May
2022, to strengthen and define the FSO regarding:
• External walls
• Doors common between two domestic premises
As they were the two main failings of the structural safety at
Grenfell, and we’re never directly identified within the FSO
(remember its initial intention against commercial enterprise),
the now Fire Safety Act (FSA) is to provide clarification in this
area by addition to the FSO Article 6 (1):
1 Premises to which the Fire Safety Order applies
In article 6 of the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 (S.I.
2005/1541) (application to premises)
(a) in paragraph (1)(a) (excluded premises), after “except to the
extent mentioned ‘ insert “paragraph (1A) or”;
(b) after paragraph (1) insert“(1A) Where a building contains two or more sets of domestic
premises, the things to which this order applies include
(a) the building’s structure and external walls and any common
parts;
(b) all doors between the domestic premises and common parts
(so far as not falling within sub-paragraph (a)).
(1B) The reference to external walls includes(a) doors or windows in those walls, and
(b) anything attached to the exterior of those walls (including
Continued overleaf
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balconies).”;
(c) in paragraph (2), for “paragraph” substitute “provisions”.
In essence, the FSO is now extended as:
Residential buildings in scope of the Fire Safety Order
Any building with two or more domestic premises, and with a
shared common area (internal or external), falls within the scope
of the Fire Safety Order.
N.B. As example of a shared external common area would be a
deck balcony access
This now means an extension of fire risk assessments to include:
• All external walls including structure and materials including
external Means of Escape
• All doors within common parts (Means of Escape) regarding 		
their type, condition and intention of integrity as to being 		
effective fire doors
N.B. It must be understood that even though only recently
enacted as law, following its Royal Assent in April 2021, the
contents of the FSA have been well known regarding the
additional requirements of fire risk assessments. Therefore, it
would be expected that risk assessments undertaken post Royal
Assent date would make reference to the future preparatory
work required and that to be be effectively communicated
to the RP for forthcoming risk assessments, if not actually
including them within any assessments post April 2022.
An additional part of the preparatory work for the RP would
be to ensure those external providers of fire risk assessments
are adequately insured within their Public Liability (PL) and
Professional Indemnity (PI) for external wall reviews to an
amount where the RP is satisfied. If this is not the case, or the
providers insurance has placed any caveats to excluding the
reviewing external wall structures, the RP must ensure
themselves by way of personal liability from the provider to
cover any potential losses incurred in this area. This would be by
a written agreement by all parties.
The Fire Safety (England) Regulations 2022
To provide detailed information in supporting the FSA and also
the recommendations from phase 1 of the Grenfell Inquiry,
these regulations, are primarily for buildings greater than 11
metres in height (with additional requirements for those higher
risk residential buildings greater than 18 metres (or more than 6
storeys).
N.B. The Regulations will be enacted via Article 24 of the
FSO and made law on 23rd January 2023. This is to allow
a preparatory and transitional timeframe for RPs from the
enactment of the FSA. For fire risk assessments, these additional
requirements are laid out in a twelve (12) individual regulations
and should be considered by assessors as they are also absolute
duties for the RP to comply with under the FSO.
Again, similar to the FSA, the Regulations were first drafted
around August 2021 and have been available in the wider fire
sector. Therefore, as their contents have been known for some
time, they should be communicated for future preparation/
incorporation, if not already considered.
N.B. The 2022 Regulations were announced on Gov.UK website
on 17th May as Statutory Instrument No 547.

In direct correlation with the FSA, Regulation 5 states:
Design and materials of external walls
5.- (1) The responsible person in relation to a high-rise
residential building must prepare a record of the design of the
external walls of the building, including details of the materials
from which they are constructed.
(2) The record prepared under paragraph (1) must include
details of the level of risk identified in the risk assessment
required under article 9 of the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety)
Order 2005 that the design and materials of the external walls
give rise to and any mitigating steps that have been taken in
respect of that risk.
(3) The responsible person must prepare a revised record under
paragraph (1) if there are any significant changes to the external
walls of the building.
As fire risk assessments must now take into consideration the
external walls within their scope under the FSA amendment
to the FSO, Regulation 5 places an additional responsibility to
provide detailed information of the materials used on external
walls for higher risk residential buildings and how this would
affect the external spread of fire. This information is expected
to be in a standard template form and shared digitally with the
AHJ.
N.B. For RPs, if the details and materials, and expected risk of
external spread are known, then completion of a template is
all that is required. However, if the details or materials are not
known, or if the impact of external fire spread is suspected which
may threaten life safety, a further appraisal of the external wall

Fire doors
10. (1) The responsible person, in relation to a building which
contains two of more sets of domestic premises and which
contains common parts through which residents would need to
evacuate in the case of an emergency, must provide the required
information about fire doors to the residents of the building.
(2) The required information referred to in paragraph (1) is
information to the effect that
(a) fire doors should be kept shut when not in use;
(b) residents or their guests should not tamper with the selfclosing devices; and
(c) residents should report any faults or damages with doors
immediately to the responsible person;
(3) The required information must be provided by the
responsible person(a) to a new resident of domestic premises in the building, as
soon as reasonably practicable after that resident moves into
the premises; and
(b) to all residents of domestic premises within the building,
within each period of 12 months beginning with the date these
Regulations come into force.
(4) The responsible person, in relation to a building which
contains two or more sets of domestic premises and which
is above 11 metres in height, must use best endeavours to
undertake checks of fire doors at the entrances of individual
domestic premises in the building at least every 12 months.
(5) The responsible person must keep a record of the steps taken
to comply with the obligation in paragraph (4) including in any
case where access to the domestic premises was not granted
during any 12 month period, the steps taken by the responsible
person to try and gain access.
Continued overleaf
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(6) The responsible person in relation to a building which
contains two or more sets of domestic premises and which is
above 11 metres in height, must undertake checks of any fire
doors in communal areas of the building at least every 3 months.
(7) The checks required by paragraphs (4) and (6) must include
ensuring that the self-closing devices for the doors are working.
(8) For the purposes of this regulation, height measurement of
a building is to be calculated to the height to the top storey in
accordance with regulation 3(2)(a).
under an Fire Risk Assessment External Wall (FRAEW) must be
considered to allow for this information to be templated.
Unlike an EWS1 form where only Chartered Engineers under the
RICS instruction were allowed to undertake such assessments,
an FRAEW can be completed by persons whom deem to be
suitable qualified and competent to do so. However, at this time,
this will be for the RP to determine:
• Restriction within PI/PLI insurance or the unwillingness of
personal risk transfer
To allow FRAEW to be completed effectively, a new Public
Accessible Specification (PAS) has been created and published
by the Gov (see PAS 9980 below)
Regulation 10 of the Fire Safety (England) Regulations also
directly specifies the requirement against fire doors, where:
As is noted with paras 4. 5 & 6, there is now a direct requirement
for the RP to complete fire door checks / inspections on
buildings greater than 11 metres ** which must include the selfclosing mechanism (where determined) against set periods. It is
suggested that such checks/ inspections do not form part of the
overall fire risk assessment, but that risk assessors elude to their
period specification with the main narrative.
As the RP is expected to keep each door as an individual ‘asset
tag’ for compliance with Regulation 10, separate fire door
checks/inspections should be completed as addendums to fire
risk assessments.
** For buildings below 11 metres, the RP must decide
whether to take the same approach, as all that will be
required is to provide residents with information about the
importance of fire doors as per paras 2 & 3. This will also only
need to have the doors included within the main fire risk
assessment regarding their overall condition together with
the information evidenced.
However, the RP must also consider that BS 9999: 2017 ‘ Fire
safety in the design, Management and use of buildings- Code of
practice Annex I.6.2 states:
1.6.2 Fire doors
All fire doors should be inspected every six months. In particular,
it should be ensured that:
a) heat-activated seals and smoke seals are undamaged;
b) door leaves are not structurally damaged or excessively
bowed or deformed;
c) gaps between the door leaf and the frame are not so small as
to be likely to bind, or so large as to prevent effective fire and
smoke- sealing;
d) hanging devices, securing devices, self-closing devices and
automatic release mechanisms are operating correctly.

N.B. As the new regulations supersede this for buildings above
11 metres, RPs will need to decide whether this would still apply
for all other buildings to effectively comply with the intention of
1 (b) of the FSA.
PAS 9980
The Gov recently withdrew its consolidated advice note (CANpublished January 2020) for building owners regarding the
details of external wall system. This was primarily due to the
resultant rise in EWS1 forms in a wider context than their initial
use as part of a valuation process. The binary approach of the
EWS1 did not allow any proportionality of risk to be applied to
the external wall system in relation to life safety.
(N.B. The withdrawal of the CAN also removed Annex A , which was
the Gov intended specifications and methodology for inspection of
fire doors, although this annex, together with the remainder of the
CAN should still be referred to as a historical document).
Therefore, in February 2020 PAS 9980 - Assessing the external
wall fire risk in multi-occupied residential buildings, Code of
practice’ was released. This PAS will then allow for a degree
of risk levels (low, medium, & high) against the life safety of
existing ** buildings, including:
• Type of external wall system (EWS)
• Percentage of EWS on a building
• Building height
• Potential of ease of secondary fires caused by external
fire progression
• Effective intervention by the fire and rescue service
** New buildings will be required to comply with current
building regulation restrictions for external wall systems.
As noted within both the FSA and its supporting regulations
(Reg 5), it will not be for the building fire risk assessment to
contain a PAS 9980 assessment (unless it forms part of a greater
Type 4 requirement), but for any other type of residential risk
assessment ( e.g Type 3), assessors should be expected to
comment on whether an additional FRAEW is needed for the
building or not, giving reasons.
Building Safety Act 2022
This principal piece of legalisation, to provide a more
stringent regime to relevant buildings containing two or more
domestic dwellings (over 11 metres/5 storeys) with additional
requirements for higher risk buildings (over 18 metres/ more
than 6 storeys) completed its parliamentary process and
received Royal Assent on 22nd April 2022.
Now akin the the FSA of April 2021, preparatory work for owners
of such buildings (known as the Accountable Person (AP))
should begin, including amongst other things:
• Structural and fire ‘safety cases’
• Building safety management cases
• Fire strategies
• Fire risk assessments
In relation to fire risk assessments, the Building Safety Act
(BSA) Article 156 (3) is expected to make changes to Article 9
A (1)(2) of the FSO through forthcoming secondary legislation
(expected Autumn 2022) to ensure any person completing a
fire risk assessment on such relevant buildings is competent
in their ability ( as competence to complete an FRA is currently
Continued overleaf
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not stated within the FSO). For the AP/RP they must ensure
this through effective due diligence by utilising the FSF Code
of practice, tighter with BSI Flex 8670 V3: 2021 regarding
competency in the built environment:
https://www.fia.uk.com/news/bsi-flex-8670-v3-0-2021-04-builtenvironment-core-criteria-for-buildingsafety- in-competenceframeworks-code-of-practice.html
Conclusion
The above has illustrated the level of legislative change affecting
residential buildings within the last 12 months and its direct
impact on fire risk assessments. As already noted, preparation
for the forthcoming changes should either already have started
due to the released intention of the FSA and draft Regulations,
or begun so that the RP is in an organised state when the
Regulations are implemented into law.
This is effected in two ways
• RP preparation
• FRA expectations
RP Preparation
The identified RP within the organisation, with the assistance of
their nominated duty holders under the FSO Article 18, should
consider the following:

Fire risk management plan (FRMP)
The FRMP will allow the RP to lay out their arrangements
(as required under FSO Article11) which will outline how the
organisation is to approach fire risk, including their detailed
approach to assessments against the differing types of housing
stock. The risk assessments should be detailed by:
•
•
•
•

Residential type
Period of review against prioritisation tool rating
Format of assessment narrative and action plan
Competence requirements of assessors for differing stock
profiles (e.g. higher risk residential buildings)

Fire risk assessment prioritisation tool (FRAPT)
To assist the RP in developing a risk rating against their building
profile and allowing a prioritisation of assessments, the
assessment prioritisation tool, has been developed by the Gov
and is now available online.
Once the RP has registered the organisation, a series of weighted
questions against each individual building will provide a priority
risk rating to allow for risk assessment development against
the requirements of the FSO, FSA, BSA and fire Safety (England)
Regulations.
bpt.homeoffice.gov.uk
Weightings will be placed against 5 tiers ranging from very
high priority to very low priority. Additional guidance has been
produced by the Home Office which then offers a suggested
timeframe for updating fire risk assessments. This ranges from
immediately and as soon as practical for tiers 1 and 2 , to when
the agreed review time is reached for tier 5.
www.gov.uk/government/publications/fire-safety-act-2021/firesafety-act-commencementprioritisation- guidance-accessibleversion

FRA expectations
To assure the RP that the FRAs will cover the legislative changes,
they should now require that the assessments cover the following:
Residential buildings of any height
• Ideally Type 3 residential fire risk assessments should be
undertaken to complete the cross-over between the FSO and
HA and comply with FSO Article 4
• External walls must be included with fire risk assessments
where two or more domestic properties share the same
structure and/ or have common areas. Therefore, the
assessor should provide a description of the external wall
(including any doors or attachments) or comment regarding
whether an appraisal under PAS 9980 FRAEW is determined
or make reference to the digital note on the external wall
created by the RP as per the Fire Safety (England)
Regulations (Reg 5)
• Effective evacuation plans are included for the building and
the assessor should make comment on them
• The assessor should also review and make comment to any
information provided to residents in places such as Means of
Escape as per the Fire Safety (England) Regulations (Reg 9)
• The assessor should ensure the RP has provided information
to the residents on the importance of fire doors and
comment on the relevance and effective detail provided
For buildings of more than 11 metres (or 5 storeys), then
additionally:
• For existing buildings, the assessors should ensure the 		
information of the materials and details of external walls is
either adequate to inhibit spread or request that a suitable
PAS 9980 appraisal is completed as an addendum to the FRA
(if the RP has not yet completed one). For new or externally
refurbished buildings, ensure that external wall construction
meets the minimum requirements of Building (Amendment)
Regulations 2018 (2) ((5))as detailed within any fire strategy
• The doors within the common areas and flat entrance doors
need to be identified against a set of specifications using
Annex A of the CAN as a historical methodology together
with inspection regimes as per the Fire Safety (England)
Regulations (Reg 10)
• Those completing fire risk assessments should be able to
illustrate their competence through a due diligence process
set by the RP against a specification (e.g. FSF CoP framework)**
** At this time individual competence should be initially
requested, although dependent upon which scheme is being
operated by the assessing company, this is allowed to be
transferred to a validator. However, this may have its own flaws
which the RP should be aware of and comfortable with (e.g.
BAFE SP 205)
For higher risk buildings of more than 18 metres (or more than 6
storeys), then additionally:
•
•

The fire risk assessors should outline the requirements for
secure premises information boxes as per the Fire Safety
(England) Regulations (Reg 4)
For existing buildings they should ensure a templated digital
record is made of the design and materials used on the
external walls as per the Fire Safety (England) Regulations
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•

•

Provisions that Apply Scope

•

(Reg 5). For new or externally refurbished buildings, ensure
that external wall construction meets the minimum
requirements of Building (Amendment) Regulations 2018 (2)
((5))as detailed within any fire strategy
They should make comment on the requirements for
detailed floor and building plans to be provided within
secure premises information the boxes as per the Fire Safety
(England) Regulations (Reg 6)
Firefighting lifts/evacuation lifts should be identified along
with any firefighting equipment (e.g.dry/wet risers,
sprinklers, alarm and alert systems) and should be noted for
monthly inspections and adequacy as per the Fire Safety
(England) Regulations (Reg 7). Any fault of such equipment
not able to be rectified with 24 hours should be noted to the
FRS
They should ensure the building has effective and clear
wayfinding signage for each floor and flat arrangement, or
comment upon its requirement as stated within Building
Regulations Approved Document B : 2019 (with 2020
amendments) Volume 1 Paras 15.13 and 15.14 as per the Fire
Safety (England) Regulations (Reg 8)

Residential buildings with 2
or more domestic premises
with common areas

1

Fire Risk Assessment
Prioritisation Tool

2

Information to residents
-fire safety instrauctions

3

Information to residents
-fire doors*

Please note: fire door
requirements differ for
buildiungs above and below
11m in height

•

•

They should ensure the RP has provided digital records on
the design and materials of external walls and floor and
building plans to the FRS as per the Fire safety (England)
Regulations (Reg 11)
Those completing fire risk assessments should be able to
illustrate their ATP competence through a due diligence
process as illustrated within the FSF CoP framework

In all cases
The RP should ensure the correct PI/PLI and EI insurance is in
place for all risk assessors and that this has inclusion for external
wall reviews.
N.B. Where this is not the case, or a caveat of insurance
restriction is declared by the provider, the RP must have written
agreement that the assessor transfers a personal risk against
any future claims made by the RP in relation to those areas not
covered by the PI/PLI/EI
The National Fire Chiefs Council (NFCC) have simplified the new
legislation in the following illustration:

Residential buildings
between 11m and 17.9m
in height

1

2

3

Residential buildings 18m
(or 7 storeys) and above
in height

1

Fire door checks

3

4

+

+
4

2

5

Secure information box

6

Design & materials of
external walls

7

Floor plans and
building plan

8

Lifts and firefighting
equipment

9

Wayfinding
signage

This diagram is illustrative only and does not represent official guidance. Please go to gov.uk for the full guidance from the Home Office on
The Fire Safety Act 2021 and The Fire Safety (England) Regulations 2022.
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TFRAR Registrants Upgrades
and Newly Approved Members
of The Institute Of Fire Safety
Managers Summer 2022
TFRAR - Tier 3 Nationally Accredited
Fire Risk Assessors Register (NAFRAR)
Lee Crake
Ian Curzon
Gordon Rolfe
Scott Whitlock
Rebecca Jenkins
Paul Fuller
Jeffrey Smith
Martin Wall
Myles Jenner
Steven Horne
Billy Lucken
John Andrews
Jim Crothers
Colin Todd
Philip Wroot
Kevin Salisbury
TFRAR - Tier 2 Competent Fire Risk
Assessors Register (CFRAR)
Deinman Ateli
Abie Sanger
Gary Edwards
Steve Houston
Karen Hartley
Samuel Maybank
Nicola Harris
Holli Willis
Louise Tysall
Adele Partridge
Gemma Bolton
Gary Stoker
David Cook
Stuart Mair
Daniel Hunt
James Macpherson
Kimon Panelides
Ben Fildes
Diana Howlett
Alezander Bates
Sean Henry
Billy Khatib
Kent Yates
Christine Spencer
Brian Neat
Batir Turakulov
TFRAR - Tier 1 Entry Level Register
Scott Murrin
Borislav Ahtchiyski
Steve Jackson
John Sear
Ollie Hamblett
Dylan Jones
Debbie Hoyland
Oliver Southgate
John Moore
Fellow Grade
Tom Doole
Members
Carl Ward
Ryan Morgan
Ben Neill
Gary Crowder
Laurence Mitchell
Mark Masterman
Simon Cain
Irene Macharia
David Walton
Gavin Conybeare
Mahmoud Elmasry
Stephen McNorton

Nikolas Whitelock
Jovan Alejandro Zapata Bustamante
Nigel StaffordFox
Paul Brunt
Angus Nairn
James Hannon
Kieran Carney
Michael Gray
Antony Pullen
Mary Dosson
Stuart Ritchie
Martin Ryan
Mudassar Amir Latif
Paul Waknell
Alan Leslie Charles Priestley
Paul Simpson
Andrew Corbidge
Christopher O’Hare
James MacPherson
Daniel Maidment
Matthew Davies
Roger Dickinson
Kaloyan Markov
Marc Elliott
Steve Wilkinson
Matthew James Airey
Christopher Coulson
Robert Paterson
David Curtis-Donnelly
Gary Graham
Christopher Downing
Raymond Boyd
Gareth Jones
David Hall
Michael Lyons
Antony Ford
Karl Johnson
David Wren
Claude Pascal
Clive Merrifield
Darren Blenkinsop
Mark Robinson
Alfred Tafa
Peter Reynolds
Frank Maguire
Mark Dean
Kevin Ankrett
Paul Murray
Brian Neat
Andrew Hughes
Adrian Pickles
Peter Morgan
Clive Pugh
Paul Ainger
Richard Millar
Cliff Taylor
Justin KAMPHUIS
Paul Allsopp
Associates
Aston Garrison
Caroline J Witts
Andy Cope
Neil Cooper
Richard Smith
Jason Wilkes
Victoria Sellick
Diana Ellis
Steven Doyle
Andrew Froggatt
Ralph Whyte
Sean Henry
Mark Bridgens
Benjamin Toghill
Ian Hatherly
Spencer Truscott
David Todd
Mark McCormick
Oliver Southgate
Andrew Bibby
Robert Young
Stewart White
Peter Poolan
Andrew Chalk
Matthew Dixon
Anwar Afzal
Albina Saidova

Tony Williams
Chris Neville
Jon Charman
Dave Rainbow
Edward Duffy
Scott Murphy
Jessica Richards
John Palmer
Wayne Bishop
Arron Graham
Stephen Underhill
Paul Alton
Edward O’Donnell
Jan Taranczuk
Scott Murrin
Craig Kerr
Kevin Gifford
Roy Ferguson
Jonathan Thompson
Susan Carol Doran
Michael Walton
Jeremy French
Damian Gaffey
Adrian Barnes
Pete Degge
Joshua Tan
Sam Norman
Lee Palmer
Akram Hussain
Wendy Nightingale
Kynan Cooper
Scott Kay
Amy Sykes
Aston Wells
Colin Brighton
Kendra Tiny
Technicians
Hayley Connelly
Ian Rose
Neil Perkins
Paul Reynolds
Ewan Chrystal
Michael Fallon
Christopher Horsfall
Joshua Williams
Paula Stevenson
Chloa Rutty
Jamie Louise Brown
Victoria Fry
Steve Hickey
Ben Brown
Brandon Moores
Callum Ryan
Daren Bance
Karl Hand
Jemma Scott
Usman Ali
Cameron Jones
Max Dolby
Ryan Beard
Richard Crisp
Stephanie Millington
Anthea Hunter
Richard Wootten
Andrew Harvey
Peter Kearney
Rebecca Jenkins
Adam Shipstone
Dudley John Lawrence
Lee Butler
James Baldock
Arkadiusz Michalski
Kevin Blake
Jonathan Pearce
Matthew Harrison
Cara Wilson
Craig Pedley
Greg Workman
John Mansfield
Liam O’Connell
Andy Wood
Scott Harris
Sergejs Semjonovs
Thomas Lewis
Sharon Hirniak
Justin Hull

Marcus Becker
Kwame Asare
Robert Phillis
Students
Harry Fisher
Louise Ritchie
Aaron Earle
Alex Wallace
Affiliates
Echo Fire & Security
Acorn Fire Safety
E B Critical
Sheridan Fire Stopping
Checkmate Fire
Home Snag Survey
Logic Safety Solutions
SAS Elite
Coast RM
Safety Revolution
Independent Fire Inspections Ltd
Anstey Horne
Bishop Burton College
Everlux
Arma Risk Management
Angloco
Upgrades
David Bryant
From Associate To Member
Adam Tornay
From Technician To Associate
Jason Petchey
From Associate To Member
Andy Pope
From Associate To Member
Michael Simpson
From Technician To Member
Kyle Grant
From Student To Technician
Alan Hards
From Associate To Member
Lucy Cowell
From Associate To Member
Kenneth Cook
From Technician To Associate
John South
From Associate To Member
Mark Tattersall
From Associate To Member
Mary Fray
From Associate To Member
John Palmer
From Technician To Associate
Ed Hickey
From Technician To Member
Paul Cherriman
From Associate To Member
Matthrew Thraves
From Student To Technician
Jim O’ Dwyer
From Associate To Member
David Gwilliam
From Associate To Member
Kevan Milsom
From Technician To Associate
Natasha Hamblin
From Tier 1 To Tier 2
David Gleeson
From Technician To Associate
Brian Daley
From Associate To Member
Logan Thomas
From Tier 2 To Tier 3
Joshua Fish
From Associate To Member
John Pitt
From Associate To Member
Richard Gamble-Frost
From Tier 2 To Tier 3
Bob Gregory
From Tier 2 To Tier 3
Chris Goodman
From Technician To Member
Alexander Riach
From Associate To Member
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Chair of Council Dave White
Membership Secretary
Dave White & Phil Wright
Accreditation Secretary John Cowie
Business Manager Helen Hilton
Business Support Manager Richard King
Immediate Past President Dave White
Please note that the views expressed in articles published in Daedalus
are those of the authors and are not necessarily endorsed by the IFSM

